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SMÅKRAFT AT A GLANCE 

 

 

  

Debt repayments and capital increases 

reduced gearing 

 

   

Småkraft raised a 50 mEUR Green Bond in 2018 to 

refinance certain power plants. The closing of the 

refinancing took place in 2019.  

34%

66%

42%
58%

While net debt remained stable, decreased 

el- cert prices led to lower EBITDA and 

higher leverage 

 

Debt: Debt net cash 

EBITDA: Operating profit + depreciations + impairments 

+ unrealised losses on energy hedges 

Ratios are on a rolling twelve months basis 

* 2018 number is amended in line with IFRS-conversion.  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

New power plants contributed to 

increased production 
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Highlights 2019 

  

 

Renewable Power Production 

We observed a cold spring in western parts of 

Norway leading to lower than expected 

production. Both the winter and the summer 

months produced better than in 2018. 2019 

production for all Småkraft powerplants 

amounted to 891 GWh, compared to 818 GWh 

in 2018. Both 2018 and 2019 had a production 

shortfall compared to the mean production. We 

expect the production to vary around the mean 

production, based on the weather and climate 

in the particular year.  

 

 

Sustainability 

Småkraft issued its first Sustainability Report, 

including its Climate Reporting during 2019, 

see report on smaakraft.no. 

In September, Småkraft for the first time gained 

5 out 5 stars in the Sustainability- benchmark 

study by GRESB.   

During the reporting period, Småkraft 

experienced no material Health, Safety and 

Environmental- (HSE) incident. We have 

experienced one minor Health- incident. 

 

 

 

Market update 

The NordPool spot and forward power prices 

remained above 30 EUR/ MWh during the 

period. After year- end 2019, both the spot- and 

short term forward prices have dropped 

significantly.     

The electricity certificates (el- cert) prices 

dropped significantly from around 180 SEK/ 

MWh to currently below 20 SEK/ MWh at the 

lowest. The yearly future el- cert prices are 

stable at low levels. 

 

 

Company Objectives 

During the period, Småkraft listed its first Green 

Bond on the Oslo Stock Exchange.  

Four new power plants with an annual 

production capacity of 46 GWh came on 

stream.  

Additionally, in August 2019, Småkraft has 

signed several new contracts and currently has 

224 GWh under construction. These power 

plants will come on stream in the years to 

come.  

 

 Plant 

Photo: Heiko Kübler 

Photo: Ole  Berg- Rusten/ NTB 
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Report from the board of the directors 

 

 

 
Nature of the business  

Established in 2002, Småkraft AS is a power company, which invests, develops, and operates small-scale, 
hydropower plants in cooperation with local landowners in Norway.  

The Board of Directors is of the opinion that the Directors Report for 2019 is a fair representation of the 
company’s equity and debt, and financial situation and result.  

“Småkraft AS” refers to the parent company Småkraft AS, and “Småkraft Group” refers to the consolidated group 
of companies controlled by Småkraft AS.  

Continued operations  

It is hereby confirmed that the conditions for continued operations are met. The company is in a healthy position, 
economically and financially.  

Operating Power Plants  

By year end 2019 Småkraft had 110 operating hydropower plants (106 at year end 2018), with a total 
accumulated production capacity of 1 133 GWh (1 084).  

Results, financing, and liquidity (2018 numbers) – Småkraft Group  

The Småkraft Group produced 891 GWh of green energy in 2019 (818 GWh)). New power plants that came 
onstream late 2018 and during 2019 contributed to the increased production.  

This gave power revenues excluding hedging of 31,6 MEUR (34,3), at an average price excluding hedging of 
35,42 EUR/ MWh (41,87 EUR/ MWh). The Småkraft Group in 2019 issued el-certificates on most of its power 
plants, returning revenues of 8,4 MEUR (10,0). In total, the revenues from energy sales have dropped by 10% 
from 44,7 MEUR to 40,2 MEUR, year on year. The reduced revenue comes from lower prices on power and, 
especially, elcertificates. Småkraft Groups’ total operating costs were 34,9 MEUR (35,8), giving an operating profit 
of 17,0 (-0,5). A total of 12,4 MEUR (11,6) in depreciations and impairments were included in the operating costs. 
The impairments relate to accrued project costs where the application for a concession eventually has not been 
approved by the authorities or they relate to projects that we no longer believe will be realized.  

The company’s operating profit is positive before depreciations and impairments, with an EBITDA of 29,4 MEUR 
(11,1). EBITDA increased by 163% from 2018 to 2019. Adjusting for unrealized value change on energy 
derivatives, adjusted EBITDA is 17,2 MEUR (28,4 MEUR). The difference between adjusted EBITDA and cash 
flows from operations are mainly changes in working capital items. While having a positive operational cash flow, 
the Group has invested in several new powerplants financed with new equity from its owner.  

The Småkraft Group is leveraged by three currency loans in Euros and several loans on subsidiary level in 
Norwegian kroner. Due to currency fluctuations in 2019, the Småkraft group has booked a non- cash agio (-
disagio) in its net financial expenses of 1,1 MEUR -2,1).  

The Småkraft Group has hedged power prices on about 1/3 of its production over the next three to five years. As 
the prices have decreased during 2019, Småkraft has booked a non- cash profit on these hedge instruments of -
12,2 MEUR (-17,2). Because of the effects mentioned above, the result after taxes in the Småkraft Group shows 
a profit of MEUR 10,2 (-7,2).  

The Småkraft Group has an equity share of 42,6% (33,6%). By year end 2018, the funds from the Green Bond 
were still on escrow awaiting fulfillment of certain conditions. This represented a significant extension of the 
balance. If the funds had been free, the equity ratio would have been 37,4%. In January 2019, these funds were 
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used to pay down on debt and pay out dividend. Combined with capital increases, this mechanism increases the 
equity share from 2018 to 2019.  

Investments in new power plants equals 8,6 MEUR in 2019 (37,5). The Småkraft Group has financed these 
investments by capital increases of total 50,3 MEUR.  

The liquidity in the Småkraft Group was reduced after the balance sheet date, as the company paid the 17 MEUR 
dividend.  

To the best knowledge of the Board of Directors, no significant events with impact on the financial results has 
taken place subsequently to year end.  

Results, financing, and liquidity (2018 numbers) – Småkraft AS  

The parent company, Småkraft AS, has, at the end of 2019, 88 operating powerplants. Småkraft AS total energy 
production was 587 GWh in 2019 (596).  

This gave power revenue of MEUR 22,3 (24,7). In total, total operating income increased year on year from 
MEUR 17,9 to 39,7. The rapid growth in revenue comes mainly the value- adjustments on the hedges included in 
other operating income.  Småkraft AS total operating costs were 26,9 MEUR (27,0), giving an operating profit of 
12,8 (-9,2). Småkraft AS operating profit is positive before depreciations and impairments, with an adj. EBITDA of 
MEUR 9,5 (17,7). Net financial items include non- cash changes related to currency exchange rate fluctuations 
and landed at MEUR -1,5 (3,1). Consequently, the total comprehensive income came in at MEUR 10,0 (-12,5).  

Risks  

Risk management is important for the value creation and is an integral part of the business activity in Småkraft 
AS. The company’s result will be influenced by changes in power and el-certificate prices, and changes in 
currency exchange rates and interest levels.  

Significant volume, price, and foreign currency exchange risks are associated with the production and sale of 
electric power. Only a few of the Småkraft- group power plants have reservoirs, and un- regulated power 
production is more exposed to fluctuations than other production of electric power.  

A certain level of the budgeted production volumes has been hedged with fixed price contracts for power and el-
certificate revenues over the next 4 to 5 years. These contracts are in EUR. To reduce the cash effect of currency 
exchange rates, Småkraft AS is financed by currency loans in EUR. Changes in the fair value of the EUR loan will 
offset the changes in the fair value in the hedge. The company does not use hedge accounting, and as a result, 
these effects are not shown in the financial statements. That exposes the operating result to changes in the 
currency exchange rates.  

Småkraft AS has an interest rate swap to reduce the risk related to interest rate changes.  

The company is exposed to operational risks such as failure on the power producing equipment or other vital 
equipment. To limit the risk, the Småkraft Group has well-established procedures and emergency preparedness 
plans. All power plants are insured to full value, and the production is covered by interruptions insurance. 
Significant emphasis has been put at managing the HSE risks in the company.  

Regulatory risks include changes in tax and fee schemes for producers of electrical power. 

Future development  

The forward prices in the energy market expects that the power prices will decrease in 2020 compared to 2019, 
and the market expects the same for el- cert prices. The production capacity is expected to increase in line with 
more power plants in operation for the entire year and new added plants during the year. The Småkraft Group 
pursues a growth strategy and plans to invest further in new production capacity over the next years. The 
company’s Board of Directors would like to emphasize the predictions about the future always carry uncertainties.  

Work environment and personnel  

Småkraft AS seeks to be an attractive employer focused on employee retention and a good working environment.  
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Småkraft has an internal control system, which focuses on the operation of power plants. The system sets the 
requirements for own employees, subcontractors, and entrepreneurs with regards to health, safety and 
environment.  

Key figures 2019 2018 2017 

Full time employees at 
year end 

20 19 19 

Sick leave 3,9% 0,9% 1,9% 

Injuries 1 1 1 

Lost time injuries 1 1 1 

The sick leave was higher in 2019 than in previous years because of higher long term- sick- leave.  

Småkraft AS is committed to provide equal opportunities for men and women. The company acknowledges that 
women are under-represented in the corporation, as well as in the industry. The power sector in general, and 
specifically the small- scale hydropower, has over time been dominated by men. Småkraft has an ambition to 
work against this imbalance. Previously, we have tried to encourage female candidates to apply for positions in 
the company, but we have observed that male applicants far outweigh the female ones. This also holds true for 
informal requests for employment. As a result, Småkraft now works on introduction/trainee programs for 
graduating candidates. This combined with our strategy to increase our visibility, we believe will improve diversity 
and gender equality. Of the company’s 20 full time employees, two are women. The Board has five Directors, out 
of which four are men.  

Environment  

The company’s main activity is based on hydropower, which is a clean, environmentally friendly, and renewable 
source of energy. The consumption of electric power has no negative environmental consequences.  

The construction of hydroelectric power plants could affect the environment in the surrounding area. Småkraft AS’ 
power plants take advantage of natural river conditions to produce power in the most effective way, and with the 
least intervention. These small-scale hydro plants affect the environment less than larger hydropower projects.  

No new projects are in the pipeline with out-of-norm environmental effects.  

Corporate governance 

Småkraft adheres to the Norwegian Code of Practice for Corporate Governance (NUES) within the framework 
established by the company's organisation and ownership. Småkraft  is subject to reporting requirements relating 
to corporate governance according to Section 3-3b of the Accounting Act. See separate Corporate Governance 
Report for more information about corporate governance, including corporate audit, internal control of financial 
reporting and the work of the Board of Director. 

Subsequent events  

There have been no significant subsequent events.  

Oslo, Norway, 10 March 2020 
The Board of Directors 
Småkraft AS 

  
 
  
            Tor Søve Syverud                            Annette Beate Wacknitz Malm Justad Jan Erik  Schulien                
            Chairman of the board                       Member of the Board   Member of the Board 
 
  
  
  
            Oldrik Nicolaas Frits Verloop              Christian Heidfeld                                          Terje Vedeler 
            Member of the board                        Member of the board                      Managing Director 
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          ANNUAL ACCOUNTS AND NOTES 

          SMÅKRAFT GROUP  

 

 

 

Consolidated Income Statement and Consolidated Statement of Other Comprehensive Income 

Amounts in EUR thousand Note 12 months ended 2019 12 months ended 2018 

Revenue          40 169          44 782  

Other operating income 14         11 751  - 9 480  

Total operating income 10         51 919          35 301  

       

Water rights costs 28           2 439            3 253  

El-certs costs 10           8 390            9 966  

Transmission costs            2 543            2 761  

Payroll and related costs 11           2 275            2 386  

Depreciation of fixed assets and intangible assets 16,18         11 610          10 953  

Impairment of fixed assets and intangible assets 17,18               759                695  

Property tax and licence fees            2 068            2 135  

Other operating expenses 12           4 822            3 636  

Total operating expenses          34 906          35 786  

       

Operating profit/(loss)          17 013              -484  

       

Net financial items 14, 15          -3 256           -7 261  

       

Profit/(loss) before tax          13 757           -7 745  

       

Tax expense (income 23          -3 544                557  

       

Profit (loss)          10 213           -7 188  

       

Profit/(loss) is attributable to:      

Equity holders of the parent company          10 120           -7 693  

Non-controlling interests                  94                505  
       

Other comprehensive income      

Items that cannot be recycled to profit or loss:      

Presentation currency effects            1 257           -2 742  

Total other comprehensive income            1 257           -2 742  

       

Total comprehensive income for the year          11 470           -9 930  

       

Total comprehensive income is attributable to:      

Equity holders of the parent company          11 329         -10 278  

Non-controlling interests                   142                348  
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Consolidated Statement of Financial Position 

 

 
Non - current assets           

            

Amounts in EUR thousand Note   31.12.2019 31.12.2018 01.01.2018 

Goodwill 16                 6 541                6 130                  4 977  

Intangible Assets 16              44 225             41 370               29 719  

Property, plants and equipment 17,18           353 214          347 594            330 495  

Deferred tax assets 23                 2 767                5 458                  5 697  
Investments in companies 
recognised under the equity method 19  51                      51                         51  

Long-term receivables 
14,20, 

28              23 837                7 090                  6 039  

Total non-current assets            430 635          407 693            377 074  

           

Current assets          

           

Inventory                         64                       88                         51  

Inventory EL certificates 13                 1 104                5 512                  1 269  

Trade receivables 14                 2 576                2 413                  3 626  

Other receivables 14                 2 457                2 331                  3 119  

Derivatives 7                 3 454                2 697                  3 635  

Other current assets                         98                       97                         96  

Cash and Cash equivalents 14, 25              50 971             70 615               18 743  

Total current assets               60 724             83 753               30 539  

           

Total assets             491 359          491 446            407 614  
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Shareholders equity           

Amounts in EUR thousand Note   31.12.2019 31.12.2018 01.01.2018 

Share capital  22              16 221             14 539               14 186  

Other equity                45 201             22 313                           -    

Share-premium reserve             131 452          121 629            131 361  

Retained earnings                11 086                    974               11 002  

Total shareholders equity  29           203 960          159 455            156 548  

            

Minority interests                   5 372                5 552                  2 305  

            

Total equity             209 332          165 007            158 853  

            

Non-current liabilities           

            

Deferred tax liability 23                  1 537                1 571                      877  

Borrowings 14,26               75 984          266 998            227 157  

Lease liability  14                          -                      157                      310  

Derivatives 14                     271                    896                  1 469  

Total non-current liabilities                77 792          269 621            229 813  

            

Current liabilities           

Accounts payable  14                 1 509                1 580                  2 138  

Taxes payable  23                 1 231                1 251                      475  

Public duties payable  14                 1 066                2 172                  1 777  

Lease liability  14                     186                    150                      144  

Dividends 14               17 235             20 050                           -    

Derivatives 7                 7 040             17 121                  3 056  

Borrowings  26           171 211                8 035                  7 860  

Other current liabilities 14                  4 759                6 458                  3 497  

Total current liabilities             204 236             56 818               18 948  

            

Total liabilities             282 028          326 439            248 761  

            

Total equity and liabilities             491 359          491 446            407 614  

 

 Oslo, Norway, 10 March 2020 

The Board of Directors 
Småkraft AS 

  
 
  
            Tor Søve Syverud                            Annette Beate Wacknitz Malm Justad Jan Erik  Schulien                
            Chairman of the board                       Member of the Board   Member of the Board 
 
  
  
  
            Oldrik Nicolaas Frits Verloop              Christian Heidfeld                                          Terje Vedeler 
            Member of the board                        Member of the board                      Managing Director 
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 Consolidated Statement of Equity  

Amounts in EUR thousand 
Share 

capital 
Share 

premium 

Not 
registere
d capital 
increase 

Retained 
earnings 

Total 
share- 

holders 
equty 

Noncontro
lling 

interests 
Total 

equity 

Equity at 01.01.2018 14 186 131 361 0 9 216 154 762 2 305 157 067 

IFRS adjustments 
      

1 786 1 786 
0 

1 786 

Equity at 01.01.2018 
                

14 186  
                   

131 361  
                              

-    
                   

11 002  
                  

156 548  
                           

2 305  
                 

158 853  

Net profit       
                    

-7 693  -7 693 
                               

505  -7 188 
Currency presentation 
effect 

                      
-172  

                       
-1 855  

                       
-811  

                          
253  -2 585 

                             
-157  -2 742 

Total comprehensive 
income for the year 

                      
-172  

                       
-1 855  

                       
-811  

                    
-7 440  

                    
-10 278  

                               
348  

                     
-9 930  

Capital increase current 
period 

                       
525  

                      
12 227  

                  
23 124  

                               
-    35 876 

                                    
-    35 876 

Dividend   
                    

-20 104    
                    

-2 604  -22 708   -22 708 

Other changes       
                             

17  17 
                                   

-0  17 

Equity at 31.12.2018 
                

14 539  
                   

121 629  
                  

22 313  
                          

974  
                  

159 454  
                           

5 552  
                 

165 006  

Net profit       
                   

10 120  10 120 
                                  

94  
                    

10 213  
Currency presentation 
effect 

                       
124  

                             
896  

                         
192  

                              
-3  1 209 

                                  
48  

                       
1 257  

Total comprehensive 
income for the period 

                       
124  

                             
896  

                         
192  

                   
10 117  

                     
11 329  

                               
142  

                    
11 470  

Capital increase previous 
period registered current 
period 

                   
1 558  

                      
26 016  

                
-22 504    5 069   

                       
5 069  

Capital increase current 
period     

                  
45 201    45 201   

                    
45 201  

Dividend   
                    

-17 088      -17 088 
                             

-323  
                  

-17 412  

Other changes       
                              

-5  -5 
                                     

2  
                               

-3  

Equity at 31.12.2019 
                

16 221  
                   

131 452  
                  

45 202  
                   

11 085  
                  

203 960  
                           

5 372  
                 

209 332  
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Consolidated statement of cash flow 

Amounts in EUR thousand 

12 months ended 

2019 

12 months ended 

2018 

Cash Flow from operations     

Profit (-loss) before taxation              13 757                 -7 745  

Taxes paid for the period                -1 232                     -487  

Depreciation, amortization, impairment              12 370               11 649  

Change in unrealized currency gains/losses                -1 094                  2 144  

Change in unrealized derivatives             -12 149               16 881  

Change in inventory                 4 485                        -37  

Change in working capital                -4 426                 -6 933  

Net cash flow from operations              11 710               15 471  

      

Cash flow from investment activities     

Net inflows from sale of shares and market based securities                           -                             -6  

Cash in acquired companies                     115                  1 875  

Outflows due to purchases of fixed assets                -5 228              -11 241  

Outflows due to purchases of intangible assets                           -                       -643  

Outflows due to investments in subsidiaries                -3 339              -25 646  

Outflows from loans to others             -24 700                 -1 058  

Net cash flow from investment activities             -33 151              -36 719  

      

Cash flow from financing activities     

Capital increases              50 327               35 876  

Change in current liabilities (derivatives)                           -                              -    

Dividend payments             -20 568                 -2 604  

Repayment of lease liability                    -124                     -166  

Net loan payment/raising             -27 838               40 015  

Net Cash Flow from financing activities                 1 797               73 121  

      

      

      

Net change in bank deposits and cash             -19 644               51 872  

Bank deposits and cash at beginning of period              70 615               18 743  

Bank deposits and cash at end of period              50 971               70 615  
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Notes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.  General information 
 

The Småkraft group comprises Småkraft AS and the consolidated subsidiaries (Småkraft Group or the Group). 

Småkraft is located in Bergen, Norway, with local offices in Harstad, Flatanger and Oslo, and the Group employs 

20 people. All of Småkraft’s business is in Norway. Småkraft is a supplier of renewable energy based on small scale 

hydro power plants.  

The group consist of Småkraft AS, Holmen Kraft AS, Follsjå Kraft AS, Muoidejokha Kraft AS, Reinli Kraft AS, Jorda 

Kraft AS, Sigdestad Kraftverk AS, Småkraft Green Bond 1 AS, Gulen Kraft AS, Nordåna og Dalaåna Kraft AS, 

Spilling Kraft AS, Røfsdalskraft AS, Grytendal Kraftverk AS, Kvemma Kraft AS og Saksenvik Kraft AS.  

Småkraft’s consolidated financial statements have been prepared in accordance with International Financial 

Reporting Standards (IFRS) and interpretations from International Financial Reporting Interpretations Committee 

(IFRIC) as adopted by the EU and further requirements in Norwegian Accounting Law (Regnskapsloven).  

IFRS in Småkraft’s consolidated financial statement was adopted for the first time and the effects were presented 

in first half-year 2019. 

The statement of comprehensive income, statement of financial position, statement of equity, statement of cash 

flow and notes provide comparable information in respect of the previous period. 

The financial statements have been prepared on a historical cost basis except for certain assets, liabilities and 

financial instruments which are measured at fair value. The preparation of financial statements in conformity with 

IFRS requires the use of certain accounting estimates. It also requires management to exercise its judgement in 

the process of applying the Group’s accounting policies.  

Presentation and classification of items in the financial statements is consistent for the periods presented. 
Application of the accounting policies by the subsidiaries has been changed where necessary to ensure consistency 
with Group accounting policies.  
 
The functional currency of Småkraft AS is the Norwegian krone (NOK). The Group accounts are presented in EUR. 
Småkraft AS presents the financial statement in EUR, as the main revenue is noted in EUR, its debt is mainly in 
EUR and its owners are EUR-based. 
 
 

2. General accounting policies 
 

Basis of Consolidation  

The consolidated financial statements are comprised of the financial statements of the parent company Småkraft 

AS and its subsidiaries. Subsidiaries are all entities (including structured entities) over which Småkraft Group has 

control. Småkraft Group controls an entity when the group is exposed to, or has rights to, variable returns from its 

involvement with the entity and has the ability to affect those returns through its power to direct the activities of the 

entity. Subsidiaries are fully consolidated from the date on which control is transferred to the group. Subsidiaries 

are no longer consolidated from the date when control ceases.  

Profits and losses resulting from intercompany transactions have been eliminated, as well as unrealised gains on 

transactions between group companies. Unrealised losses are eliminated unless the transaction provides evidence 

of an impairment of the transferred asset. 

Investments in joint ventures 

Joint ventures are companies or entities where Småkraft AS has joint control with one or several other investors. In 

a joint venture company, decisions related to relevant activities must be unanimous between participants who have 

joint control. The Group’s share of the companies’ profit/loss after tax, adjusted for amortization of excess value 

and any deviations from the accounting policies, are presented on a separate line in the consolidated income 

statement. Investments in joint ventures are recognised in the consolidated accounts using the equity method and 

presented as a non-current asset. 
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Equity method 

Under the equity method of accounting, the investments are initially recognised at cost and adjusted thereafter to 

recognise the Group’s share of the post-acquisition profits or losses of the investee in profit or loss, and the Group’s 

share of movements in other comprehensive income of the investee in other comprehensive income. Dividends 

received or receivable from associates and joint ventures are recognised as a reduction in the carrying amount of 

the investment. 

When the Group’s share of losses in an equity-accounted investment equals or exceeds its interest in the entity, 

including any other unsecured long-term receivables, the Group does not recognise further losses, unless it has 

incurred obligations or made payments on behalf of the other entity. 

Unrealised gains on transactions between the Group and joint ventures are eliminated to the extent of the Group’s 

interest in these entities. Unrealised losses are also eliminated unless the transaction provides evidence of an 

impairment of the asset transferred. Accounting policies of equity accounted investees have been changed where 

necessary to ensure consistency with the policies adopted by the group. 

Equity-accounted investments are reviewed each period to determine whether there is any objective evidence that 

the net investment is impaired.  

Business combinations 

The acquisition method of accounting is used to account for all business combinations. The consideration is 

measured at the fair value of any transferred assets, liabilities or issued equity instruments. Identifiable assets 

acquired and liabilities and contingent liabilities assumed in a business combination are, with limited exceptions, 

measured initially at their fair values at the acquisition date. The Group recognises any non-controlling interest in 

the acquired entity on an acquisition-by-acquisition basis either at fair value or at the non-controlling interest’s 

proportionate share of the acquired entity’s net identifiable assets.  

Acquisition-related costs are expensed as incurred. 

If the consideration transferred (including any non-controlling interests and the fair value of previous assets) 

exceeds the fair value of identifiable net assets acquired, this is recognised as goodwill. If those amounts are less 

than the fair value of the net identifiable assets of the business acquired, the difference is recognised directly in 

profit or loss as a bargain purchase gain.  

If the business combination is achieved in stages, the acquisition date carrying value of the acquirer’s previously 

held equity interest in the acquiree is remeasured to fair value at the acquisition date. Any gains or losses arising 

from such remeasurement are recognised in profit or loss. 

Foreign currency translation 

Functional and presentation currency 

All entities of the Group have NOK as its functional currency. For the purpose of consolidation and translation to 

EUR, the Group are consolidated into the functional currency of the parent (NOK) and then translated to the 

presentation currency, EUR. The currency differences arising in the translation to the presentation currency are 

presented as "items that are not recycled" in Other Comprehensive Incomes. Also, in the statement of equity the 

translation difference is included in retained earnings as this is not a reserve that may later be recycled. All amounts 

are rounded to the nearest EUR thousand. 

Transactions and balances 

Foreign currency transactions are translated into the functional currency using the exchange rate at the date of the 

transaction. Foreign exchange gains and losses resulting from the settlement of such transactions and from the 

translation of monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies at year-end exchange rates are 

generally recognised in profit or loss. Småkraft uses currency exchange rates from Norges Bank.  

 

Segments 

An operating segment is a component of an entity that engages in business activities from which it may earn 

revenues and incur expenses. Furthermore, the entity’s component’s operating results are regularly reviewed by 

the entity’s chief operating decision maker to make decisions about resources to be allocated to the segment and 

to assess its performance, and thus separate financial information is available. The company has determined that 

the board of directors is collectively the chief operating decision maker.  
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The Group has only one segment: power supply. Småkraft produces renewable energy and sells electricity, el- certs 

and guarantees of origin on the Nordic power market.  

The segment information is reported in accordance with the reporting to board of directors (chief operating decision 

makers), and is consistent with financial information used for assessing performance and allocating resources. 

EBITDA is defined as segment profit or loss (please see page 25 of this report for definitions of Alternative 

Performance Measures including EBITDA). 

Property, plant and equipment 

Property, plant and equipment is measured at historical cost less accumulated depreciation. Land is not 

depreciated. Historical cost includes expenditures that are directly attributable to the acquisition of the item.  

Subsequent costs are included in the asset’s carrying amount or recognised as a separate asset, as appropriate, 

only when it is probable that future economic benefits associated with the item will flow to the group and the cost of 

the item can be measured reliably. The carrying amount of any component accounted for as a separate asset is 

derecognised when replaced. Periodic maintenance is capitalised and depreciated over the period until next 

maintenance. All other repairs and maintenance are charged to profit or loss during the reporting period in which 

they are incurred. 

Depreciation is calculated using the straight-line method to allocate costs over their estimated useful lives. The 

assets’ residual values and useful lives are reviewed annually, and adjusted if appropriate.  

Gains and losses on disposals are determined by comparing actual proceeds with the carrying amount. Gains and 

losses on disposal are included in profit or loss.  

Intangible assets  

Intangible assets are carried at cost less accumulated amortisation and accumulated impairment losses. Costs 

relating to intangible assets, including goodwill, are recognised in the statement of financial position when it is 

probable that the asset will generate future economic benefits and the costs can be measured reliably.  

Intangible assets with an indefinite useful life, such as goodwill and water rights owned are not amortised but are 

instead tested annually for impairment. 

Goodwill 

Goodwill represents the excess of the cost of acquisition over the fair value of the Group’s share of the net 

identifiable assets of the acquired business at the date of acquisition. Goodwill is carried at cost less accumulated 

impairment losses. Goodwill is allocated to cash-generating units for the purpose of the impairment testing. The 

allocation is made to those cash-generating units or groups of cash-generating units that are expected to benefit 

from the business combination in which the goodwill arose. 

Leases 

The Group’s main lease type of agreements are related to water rights. The rights are considered intangible assets. 
Småkraft has elected to not recognise these types of agreements under IFRS 16 leases. The accounting treatment 
of the different water right lease agreements are described below: 
 

Water right lease agreements 

Småkraft enters into water right lease agreements with landowners, which entitles the company to utilise the 
water in the rivers. The agreement typically has a period varying from 40 to 75 years, starting when the power 
plant is put into commercial operation.  
 

When Småkraft has a commitment to pay rent to the land owners, we account for this as a regular cost as the 

commitment arises. Such commitment arises, when:  

 
 

1. Gross agreement/ revenue-based agreement: Småkraft pays landowner a percentage of the annual 
power plant revenue. Upon expiration of the agreement the landowners have the right to purchase 
the power plant with all rights and technical installations at a price based on certain specific 
conditions.  
 
Småkraft accounts for this land lease when the relevant power plant generates revenue, upon which 
this land lease bases.   
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2. Fixed amount- agreement: Småkraft pays landowner a fixed annual amount. Upon expiration of the 
agreement the landowner has the right to purchase the powerplant with all rights and technical 
installations at a price based on certain specific conditions. 
 
Småkraft accounts for this land lease monthly based upon the agreed yearly payment.  
 

3. Profit share agreement: Småkraft shares the yearly powerplant- profit with the land owner. Upon 
expiration of the agreement the landowners have the right to purchase the power plant with all rights 
and technical installations based on certain specific conditions.  
 
Småkraft accounts for this land lease type by calculating the actual profit for each individual power 
plant on a monthly basis. Småkraft then calculates the exact share of the profit, that the landowners 
have the right to receive. If Småkraft is in a position, where land lease should be paid to landowners, 
Småkraft accounts for the estimated payment as a cost.  
 

 

In the case that Småkraft has a profit share lease agreement, where there (still) is an accumulated loss on the 

powerplant, Småkraft has the right to offset all accumulated losses before paying out land lease rent to the 

landowners. This will represent a future benefit for the company, that Småkraft does not recognise as an asset. 

This asset will be off- balance. Any positive or negative changes in these off- balance items, will not be recognised 

in Småkrafts books. In some instances, Småkraft may pay out loans or minimum payments to landowners. These 

loans are interest bearing loans and will be recognised as normal loans in the Group’s Financial Statements. 

 

Other leases 

Further, the Småkraft Group has some lease related to office rental of which the following principles applies: 

Right-of-use assets  

The Group recognises right-of-use assets at the commencement date of the lease, i.e. the date the underlying asset 

is available for use. Right-of-use assets are measured at cost, less any accumulated depreciation and impairment 

losses, and adjusted for any remeasurement of lease liabilities. The recognised right-of-use assets are depreciated 

on a straight-line basis over the shorter of its estimated useful life and the lease term.   
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Lease liabilities  

At the commencement date of the lease, the Group recognises lease liabilities measured at the present value of 

lease payments to be made over the lease term.  

In calculating the present value of lease payments, the Group uses the incremental borrowing rate at the lease 

commencement date if the interest rate implicit in the lease is not readily determinable.  

Estimates and Judgment when calculating Land lease:  

Land lease calculations are estimates based on the current revenue and costs related to the specific companies. 

While being estimates, there is minimal judgment involved in these estimates, as they are technical calculations 

with low complexity based upon the relevant input. Furthermore, most of the input is objective, as the revenue and 

most of the costs are known at the time of the estimate.  

 

Financial instruments 

Financial instruments are recognised in the financial statements when the Group becomes party to contractual 

conditions relating to the financial instrument. Financial assets and financial liabilities are classified based on the 

type and purpose for holding the instruments at fair value, amortised cost or as a designated hedge accounting 

instrument (e.g. derivatives used for hedging financial risks). 

Financial assets 

The group classifies its financial assets in the following measurement categories: 

• those to be measured subsequently at fair value (either through OCI or through profit or loss), and 

• those to be measured at amortised cost. 

The classification depends on the entity’s business model for managing the financial assets and the contractual 

terms of the cash flows.  

For financial assets measured at fair value, gains and losses will either be recorded in profit or loss or OCI. For 

investments in equity instruments that are not held for trading, this will depend on whether the Group has made an 

irrevocable election at the time of initial recognition to account for the equity investment at fair value through other 

comprehensive income (FVOCI). Currently the Group does not have any financial assets designated at FVOCI. 

Financial assets recognised at fair value through profit or loss are initially recognised at fair value, and transaction 

costs are expensed in the income statement. Gains or losses arising from changes in the fair value of the financial 

instruments at fair value through profit or loss, including interest and dividends, are recognised in the income 

statement as other gain/losses. Derivatives are always measured at fair value through profit or loss, unless 

designated as a hedging instrument. When designated as a cash flow hedging instrument measurement is change 

in fair value are recognised in FVOCI.  

Financial assets that are held for collection of contractual cash flows where those cash flows represent solely 

payments of principal and interest are measured at amortised cost. Interest income from these financial assets is 

included in finance income using the effective interest rate method. Any gain or loss arising on derecognition is 

recognised directly in profit or loss and presented in other gains/(losses) together with foreign exchange gains and 

losses. Impairment losses are presented as separate line item in the statement of profit or loss. 

Regular way purchases and sales of financial assets are recognised on trade-date, the date on which the Group 

commits to purchase or sell the asset. Financial assets are derecognised when the rights to receive cash flows from 

the financial assets have expired or have been transferred and the Group has transferred substantially all the risks 

and rewards of ownership. 
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Cash and cash equivalents 

For the purpose of presentation in the statement of cash flows, cash and cash equivalents includes cash on hand, 

deposits held at call with financial institutions, other short-term, highly liquid investments with original maturities of 

three months or less that are readily convertible to known amounts of cash and which are subject to an insignificant 

risk of changes in value. There are currently no cash equivalents. 

Accounts receivables and accrued revenue 

Accounts receivable are measured at initial recognition at fair value. Accounts receivable are held with the objective 

to collect the contractual cash flows and therefore are subsequently measured at amortised cost using the effective 

interest method. For the purposes of impairment, the Group applies the simplified approach permitted by IFRS 9, 

which requires expected lifetime losses to be recognised from the date of initial recognition of the receivables. 

Financial liabilities  

The Group classifies all financial liabilities at amortised cost, except for derivatives which are at fair value and 

financial guarantees (see below). Currently the fair value option to designate a financial liability at FVTPL has not 

been utilised.   

 

Accounts payables and other financial payables 

These amounts represent liabilities for goods and services provided to the Group prior to the end of period which 

are unpaid. They are recognised initially at fair value and subsequently measured at amortised cost using the 

effective interest method. Trade and other payables are presented as current liabilities unless payment is not due 

within 12 months after the reporting period. 

 

Financial guarantee contracts  

Financial guarantee contracts are recognised as a financial liability at the time the guarantee is issued. The 

liability is initially measured at fair value and subsequently at the higher of: 

• the amount determined in accordance with the expected credit loss model under IFRS 9 Financial 

Instruments and 

• the amount initially recognised less, where appropriate, the cumulative amount of income recognised in 

accordance with the principles of IFRS 15 Revenue from Contracts with Customers. 

The fair value of financial guarantees is determined based on the present value of the difference in cash flows 

between the contractual payments required under the debt instrument and the payments that would be required 

without the guarantee, or the estimated amount that would be payable to a third party for assuming the obligations. 

Where guarantees in relation to loans or other payables of associates are provided for no compensation, the fair 

values are accounted for as contributions and recognised as part of the cost of the investment. 

 

Borrowings 

Borrowings are initially recognised at fair value, net of transaction costs incurred. Borrowings are subsequently 

measured at amortised cost. Any difference between the proceeds (net of transaction costs) and the redemption 

amount is recognised in profit or loss over the period of the borrowings using the effective interest method. Fees 

paid on the establishment of loan facilities are recognised as transaction costs of the loan to the extent that it is 

probable that some or all of the facility will be drawn down. In this case, the fee is deferred until the draw down 

occurs. To the extent there is no evidence that it is probable that some or all of the facility will be drawn down, the 

fee is capitalised as a prepayment for liquidity services and amortised over the period of the facility to which it 

relates. 

Borrowings are removed from the balance sheet when the obligation specified in the contract is discharged, 

cancelled or expired. The difference between the carrying amount of a financial liability that has been extinguished 

or transferred to another party and the consideration paid, including any noncash assets transferred or liabilities 

assumed, is recognised in profit or loss as other income or finance costs. 

Borrowings are classified as current liabilities unless the group has an unconditional right to defer settlement of the 

liability for at least 12 months after the reporting period. 
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Taxes 

Group companies that are engaged in energy generation in Norway are subject to the special rules for taxation of 

energy companies. The Group’s tax expense therefore includes, in addition to ordinary income tax, natural resource 

tax and resource rent tax for those plants exceeding 10,000 KVA, currently only the Holmen power plant.  

Income taxes 

Income tax is calculated in accordance with ordinary tax rules and by applying the adopted tax rate. The tax expense 

in the statement of comprehensive income comprises taxes payable and changes in deferred tax liabilities and 

deferred tax assets. Taxes payable are calculated on the basis of the taxable income for the year. Deferred tax 

liabilities and deferred tax assets are calculated on the basis of temporary differences between the accounting and 

tax values and the tax effect of losses carried forward.  

Deferred tax assets and liabilities are offset when there is a legally enforceable right to offset current tax assets and 

liabilities and when the deferred tax balances relate to the same taxation authority. 

Tax related to items recognised in other comprehensive income is also recognised in other comprehensive income, 

while tax related to equity transactions is recognised in equity.  

Natural resource tax 

Natural resource tax is a profit-independent tax that is calculated on the basis of the individual power plant’s average 

output over the past seven years. Natural resources tax consists of NOK 0.01 per kilowatt hour (KWh) to the 

municipality and NOK 0.002 per kwh to the county. Income tax can be offset against the natural resource tax paid. 

Any natural resource tax that exceeds income tax can be carried forward with interest to subsequent years, and is 

recognised as prepaid tax. 

Resource rent tax 

Resource rent tax is a profit-dependent tax levied on the net resource rent revenue generated by each power plant. 

Resource rent tax is calculated with 37% of the resource rent income for each power plant. Negative resource rent 

tax is carried forward against future positive resource rent tax interest. Negative resource rent tax is included in the 

deferred tax asset, together with temporary differences regarding the power plant. Deferred tax assets related to 

negative resource rent tax and temporary tax differences are capitalised if it is probable that the power plant has 

resource rent income within a time limit of 15 years, and is settled against future payable resource rent tax. Deferred 

tax liabilities/deferred tax assets related to resource rent tax is calculated with a tax rate of 37%.  

 

Dividends 

Provision is made for the amount of any dividend declared, being appropriately authorised and no longer at the 

discretion of the entity, on or before the end of the reporting period but not distributed at the end of the reporting 

period. 

 

Contributed equity 

Ordinary shares are classified as equity. Issuance of new shares are recognised when paid, based upon the 

decision by the General Meeting. Incremental costs directly attributable to the issue of new shares are shown in 

equity as a deduction, net of tax, from the proceeds. 

Adoption of new and revised standards 

Småkraft AS has adopted IFRS 16.  

 

Standards and amendments issued but not yet effective 

Changes in IAS 1 with regards to classification of short term and long-term debt will not have significant effects on 

Småkraft AS’ Financial Statements.  
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3. Key accounting estimates and judgements 
 

Introduction 

The use of reasonable estimates and judgements is a critical element in preparing the financial statements. Due 

to the level of uncertainties inherent in Småkraft’s business activities, management must make certain estimates 

and judgements that effect the application of accounting policies, results of operations, cash flows and financial 

position as reported in the financial statements.  

Areas of significant judgments 

Long term price forecast for power 

One of the key assumptions used by management in making business decisions is Småkraft’s long term price 

forecasts for power. These assumptions are critical inut for management related to financial statement process 

such as:  

- Allocation of fair value in business combinations , note 5 

- Impairment testing of property, plant and equipment, note 18 

- Impairment testing of intangible assets, note 16 

Småkraft updates its long- term price forecasts continuously, based on market developments.  

Sensitivity analysis are disclosed in impairments, note 16. 

Fair value measurement 

Significant judgment is applied in the valuation of the Group’s long term power purchase and power sales 

contracts. The fair value estimate is based on the amounts for which the assets or liabilities could be exchanged 

at the relevant transaction date on the reporting period end. Where fair value measurement cannot be derived 

from publicly available information, they are estimated using models and other valuations methods. To the extent 

possible, the assumptions and inputs used take into account externally verifiable inputs. owever, such information 

is by nature subject to uncertainty, particularly where comparable market-based transactions do often not exist. In 

such cases Småkraft’s management is required to make market based-assumptions, see note 14. 

Application of accounting policy 

Due to Småkraft’s business activities, management must apply judgements in determining the appropriate 

accounting policy in areas where these policies may have a material impact on how amounts are reported in the 

financial statements. Such areas include:  

- Classification of energy contracts, see note 14 

- Classification of energy and other revenue, see note 10 

- Classification of power purchase agreements, see note 14 

 

4. Subsequent events 
There have been no significant subsequent events.  
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5. Business combinations and other transactions 
 

Småkraft AS did two acquisitions during 2019: 

• Spilling Kraft AS is situated in Lindenes municipality in Agder. The annual production is 4 GWh. 

• Røfsdalskraft AS is situated in Vanylven municipality in Møre and Romsdal. The company owns and 

operates two powerplants: Røfsdalselva and Helgåa.The annual production is 20 GWh. 

Allocations of cost price for business combinations in 2019 : 

Amounts in EUR thousand  Spilling Kraft AS   Røfsdalskraft AS   Total  

Acquisition date 30.06.2019 31.12.2019   

Voting rights/shareholding acquired through the 
acquisition 

100 100   

Total voting rights/shareholding following 
acquisition 

100 100   

Measurement of non-controlling interests n/a n/a   

        

Consideration       

Cash                          1 129                             2 206                   3 335  

Total acquisition cost                  1 129                    2 206                   3 335  

Book value of net acquired assets ( see table 
below) 

                    429                         75                     505  

Identification of excess value, attributable to:       

Intangible assets                              759                             2 372                   3 131  

Interest goodwill                              107                                 281                     389  

Gross excess value                     867                    2 653                   3 520  

Deferred tax on excess value                            -167                               -522                    -689  

Net excess value                     700                    2 131                   2 831  

Fair value of net acquired assets                  1 129                    2 206                   3 335  

Of which       

Controlling interests                  1 129                    2 206                   3 335  
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Book value of net acquired assets       

Amounts in EUR thousand Spilling Kraft AS Røfsdalskraft AS Total 

Intangible assets 
   

Property, plant and equipment 1 275 6 641 7 916 

Deferred tax assets 270 29 300 

Non-current assets 1 546 6 670 8 216 

Cash and cash equivalents 80 35 115 

Current assets 80 35 115 

Aquired assets 1 626 6 705 8 331 

Interest bearing liabilities, non-current -1 193 -6 519 -7 712 

Other interest-free liabilities -3 -111 -114 

Net value of acquired assets 429 75 505 

Total acquisition cost 1 129 2 206 3 335 

Considerations and cost in cash and cash equivalents 1 129 2 206 3 335 

Cash and cash equivalents in acquired companies 80 35 115 

Net cash payments in connection with the acquisition 1 049 2 171 3 220 

Contribution to gross operating revenue since acquisition date 116 
- 

116 

Contribution to net profit since acquisition date 
21 - 

21 
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6. Management of capital structure 
The main aim of the Group’s management of its capital is to maintain a reasonable balance between the 

company’s debt and total assets. The Group has a long- term investment horizon, with contractual arrangements 

and investments that will last for decades. The reasonable balance between debt and total assets is thus set 

based upon the expectations towards short- term and long- term prices.  

Overview of capital included in management of capital structure: 

Amounts in EUR thousand 31.12.2019 31.12.2018 

Interest-bearing liabilities, non-current 75 984           266 998  

Interest-bearing liabilities, current        171 211          8 035  

Cash and cash equivalents, excluding restricted cash        50 971         70 615  

Net interest- bearing liabilities      196 223       204 417  

 

Småkraft has several debt covenants, which include:  

- Equity ratio shall exceed 30%.  

- Net debt over EBITDA shall not exceed certain levels.  

- Debt service coverage shall not fall below certain levels.  

- Liquidity shall exceed interest payments next six months.   
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7. Market risk  
 

Risk and risk management of financial instruments 

Småkraft is engaged in activities that entail risk in many areas and has a unified approach to the Group’s market 

risks. The Group’s risk management policy is based upon assuming the right risk based on the Group’s ability and 

willingness to take risks, expertise, financial strength and development plans. The purpose of risk management is 

to identify threats and opportunities for the Group, and to manage the overall risk level to provide reasonable 

assurance that the Group’s objectives will be met.  In Småkraft, market risk will primarily relate to prices of energy 

and commodities, interest rates and foreign currency. The following section contains a more detailed description 

of the various types of market risk, and how these are managed. 

Description of market risk related to prices on energy and commodities 

Småkraft is exposed to significant market risk in relation to the generation and trading of power. Revenues from 

power generation are exposed to volume and power price risk. Småkraft manages market risk in the energy 

markets by trading physical and financial instruments in the Nordic Market.  

Risk management in energy trading in Småkraft focuses on residual market exposure after considering land lease 

contracts and minority interests. In general, Småkraft enters standard fixed price contracts where Småkraft 

agrees to sell a certain production volume at an agreed price in the future. Around 1/3 of the expected annual 

production capacity for the next four to five years have such contracts to reduce the residual risk after land lease 

and minority interests. Småkraft has set risk- limits within which trading activities are allowed.  

Both realized cash effects and unrealized non- cash effects from trading are presented as a part of other revenue 

in the profit and loss statement.  

Description of foreign exchange and interest rate risk 

Småkraft incurs currency risks in the form of transaction risk, mainly in connection with energy sales revenue and 

investments. Balance sheet risk is related to debt in NOK and EUR.  

Småkraft settlement currency at the Nordic power exchange Nord Pool is EUR and NOK, and all power contracts 

traded in the Nordic power exchange Nasdaq are denominated in EUR. In addition, most of Småkrafts power 

purchase agreements in Norway and all power purchase and sales abroad are denominated in EUR. The 

objective of Småkraft’s hedging is to secure the EUR value of future cash flows exposed to changes in foreign 

currency rates. Economic hedging is partly achieved by using debt in EUR- currencies as hedging instruments. 

Few of these hedging relationships fulfil the requirements of hedge accounting. 

Småkraft’s interest rate exposure is related to its debt portfolio. The management of interest rate risk is based on 

a balance between keeping interest cost low over time and contributing to stabilise the Group’s cash flows with 

regards to interest rate changes.  

 

8. Credit risk and liquidity risk 
 

Credit risk is the risk that Småkraft incurs losses due to the failure of counterparties to honor their financial 

obligations. Småkraft is facing credit risk when entering transactions with financial institutions. Credit risk against 

financial institutions arises from cash or current account, deposit, investment of interest-bearing securities, 

derivative transactions and incoming guarantees. Småkraft also assumes credit risk when providing loans to 

associates and joint ventures. In addition, Småkraft assumes credit risk in connection with physical sales 

contracts. The total risk of counterparties not being able to meet their obligations is low. Historically, Småkraft’s 

credit losses have been limited. 
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9. Alternative Performance Measures (APM) 

 
Adjusted EBITDA is defined as operating profit (-loss) + depreciation of fixed assets and intangible assets + 
impairment of fixed assets and intangible assets – unrealised value change on energy derivatives. The APM is 
used to measure performance from operational activities. EBITDA should not be considered as an alternative to 
operating profit/loss and profit/loss before tax as an indicator of the company’s operations in accordance with 
generally accepted accounting principles. Nor is EBITDA underlying an alternative to cash flow from operating 
activities in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. 
 
Adjusted EBIT is defined as operating loss + impairment – unrealized value change on energy derivates. The 
measure is used to measure performance from operational activities including depreciations.  
 
ROACE is defined as operating profit/loss (adjusted EBIT) divided by capital employed. ROACE is calculated on 
a rolling 12 month average (LTM- Last-twelve- months) and is used to measure return from the operational 
activities as well as benchmarking performance. 
 
 
 

  2019 2018 

Operating profit (loss) 17 035 -484 

+Depreciation of fixed assets and intangible assets 11 610 10 953 

+Impairment of fixed assets and intangible assets 759 695 

-Unrealised value change on energy derivatives -12 209 +17 186 

Adjusted EBITDA 17 195 28 350 

   
 
 

  2019 2018 

Operating profit (loss), twelve months rolling 17 035 -484  

+Impairment of fixed assets and intangible assets 759 695 

-Unrealised value change on energy derivatives -12 209 17 186 

Adjusted EBIT 5 585 17 397 
 
   

 
 

  2019  2018 

Adjusted EBIT 5 585 17 397 

Average capital employeed 448 819 411 601 

ROACE 1,2% 4,2% 
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10. Revenues and other income  
 
Sale of electric energy 

The revenues originate from the generation of hydropower. With regards to revenue recognition, the production per 

powerplant is measured per hour and allocated the hourly spot price for the specific price region.  

Electricity-certificates (EL-certificates) 

The EL certificate scheme is a market-based support scheme. In this system, producers of renewable electricity 

receive one certificate per MWh of electricity they produce for a period of up to 15 years.  

When EL-certificates are generated they are measured at fair value and recognised as a government grant within 

"Other operating income" and inventory. Upon subsequent sales of the certificates, the sales price is recognised 

within "Revenues". Inventory of el-certificates are measured at the lower of cost and net realisable value with 

adjustments to el-certs cost  

Power and currency derivatives 

Småkraft uses financial hedging contracts and currency futures to hedge future revenue. The Group does not apply 

hedge accounting for the hedging of power revenues. Realised and unrealised changes in value related to these 

derivatives are recognised as Other operating income. See also Note 14 Financial instruments. 

 

 

Amounts in EUR thousand 2019 2018 

Power revenue             31 557              34 251  

Elcertificates                8 390                 9 966  

Guaratees of origin                    221                     565  

Revenues             40 169              44 782  

Other operating revenues                    191                        99  

Unrealized value change on energy derivatives             12 209             -17 186  

Realized loss on energy derivatives               -4 243                -5 309  

Public grants, Elcertificates                3 593              12 915  

Other operating income             11 751                -9 480  

Total operating income             51 919              35 301  
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11. Payroll costs, number of employees, loans to employees, etc.  
 

Amounts in EUR thousand 2019 2018 

Wages and salaries                1 619                 1 877  

Payroll tax                    383                     320  

Pension costs                    203                     102  

Other benefits                       71                        87  

Sum                2 275                 2 386  

Number of full-time employees as of 31.12                       20                        19  

 

Salaries for key personnel- CEO*:  

Amounts in EUR thousand 2019 2018 

Salaries                    206                     190  

Pensions                       15                        14  

Other benefits                       31                           3  

Sum                    252                     207  

 

The numbers relate to the CEO during 2019, Halle Aslaksen. He resigned in December 2019, and all outstanding 

payroll was settled. The CEO's pension is included in the company's pension scheme. 

The company has not issued any loans or guarantees in favour of the CEO, directors or shareholders. 

The Board of Directors do not receive any renumeration for its positions as Board Members. One of the Board 

Members has a consultant agreement based upon a fixed monthly retainer and hourly based compensation based. 

Amounts in EUR thousand 2019 2018 

Statutory audit                    123                        59  

Tax counselling                       15                        11  

Other assurance services                       64                        61  

Sum                    202                     130  

 

12. Other operating expenses 
 

Amounts in EUR thousand 2019 2018 

Telecommunications                 56                  33  

Rent and related expenses               180                290  

Transport                 15                  16  

Travel expenses               253                240  

Purchase of various services*            2 296                853  

Transaction costs               252                   -    

IT expenses               158                235  

Repair/maintenance regarding equipment, machines etc.               510                458  

Consultant services               534                510  

Other operating expenses               567             1 000  

Other operating expenses            4 822             3 636  
    

    
*Purchase of various services consist of several disperse costs, such as operational 
agreements,, brokerage services of various kinds and similar.     
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13. El certificates inventory 
The holding of received electricity certificates in the power generation business is presented as inventory in the 

statement of financial position and is measured at fair market value at the end of the reporting period. 

Amounts in EUR thousand 31.12.2019 31.12.2018 

El-certificates at fair value                1 104                 5 512  

 

14. Financial instruments 
This note provides information about the group’s financial instruments, including an overview of all financial 

instruments held by the group: 

The group holds the following financial instruments 

Amounts in EUR thousand 31.12.2019 31.12.2018 

Financial assets     

Financial assets at amortized costs     

   Other long term receivables             23 837                 6 846  

   Trade receivables                2 576                 2 413  

   Other short term receivables                2 457                 2 331  

      

Assets and liabilities held to fair value through profit and loss     

   Short term investment in marked based securitites                       98                        97  

      

Derivative financial instruments     

   Used for hedging without hedge accounting                 3 454                 2 697  

 

Amounts in EUR thousand 31.12.2019 31.12.2018 

Financial liabilities     

Financial liabilities at amortized costs     

   Debt to financial institutions          197 195           226 784  

   Bond debt             50 000              50 000  

   Trade and other payables*                6 453                 8 189  

      

Derivative financial instruments     

   Used for hedging without hedge accounting                 7 040              18 753  

      

* excluding non-financial liabilitites     

 

Changes in debt to financial institutions and bond debt during the year 

Amounts in EUR thousand 2019 2018 

Ingoing balance:                    275 033                               235 017  

Currency exchange rate changes:                                     2 356                                   -2 551  

Repayments/ downpayments:                               -30 194                                   -7 433  

New debt                                             -                                    50 000  

Outgoing balance:                    247 195                               275 033  
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Accounts receivables and accrued revenue 

Amounts in EUR thousand 31.12.2019 31.12.2018 

Accounts receivables at amortized costs                    741                 2 069  

Loss allowance                   -229                    -227  

Earned revenue, not invoiced                2 064                     570  

 Total                2 576                 2 413  

 

Accrued revenue are accruals for power delivered yet not invoiced. Typically, power revenue for the last month is 

invoice in the upcoming month.    

 

 

Borrowings: 

Amounts in EUR thousand         

Lenders Maturity Currency 31.12.2019 31.12.2018 

Sparebank1 MidtNorge 2025 NOK                    507                     503  

DNB/SEB/Nordea (3 years maturity) 2020 EUR          167 005           178 063  

Sparebanken Vest 2021 EUR             20 456              21 193  

Sparebanken 1 Telemark 2020 NOK                3 876                 3 996  

Sparebanken Vest 2023 NOK                4 828                 4 978  

Sparebanken Vest Settled 2019 NOK                          -                   4 239  

Sparebank 1 Gudbrandsdal 2043 NOK                1 806                 1 866  

Sparebanken Vest Settled 2019 NOK                          -                10 138  

SEB Revolving facility 28.12.2019 NOK                          -                   1 809  

Subtotal              198 479           226 784  

Bond debt   EUR             50 000              50 000  

Agent commission    NOK               -1 284                -1 751  

Total              247 195           275 033  

Total long term debt                 75 984           266 998  

Total short term debt              171 211                 8 035  

 

 

Total borrowings of kEUR 247.195 consists out of kEUR 76,0 borrowings included in total non- current liabilities 

and kEUR 171,2 included in total current liabilities, please see maturity profiles on page 30.  

Loan Sparebank1 MidtNorge 

There is a conditional waiver of debt from the bank amounting to MNOK 5, related to Knutfoss power plant. The 

bank waived this repayment, if the power plant was not able to generate profits over the next 7 years from the time 

of the waiver. Based on the current projections, it is considered likely that the power plant will generate such profit. 

The debt will then likely be settled within 2025, and the loan is therefore included in the long- term interest- bearing 

debt. 

SEB/Nordea/ DnB EUR- loan  

The long- term debt is a EUR- loan, and interests are determined every 6 months, as EURIBOR plus a margin, with 

a repayment period of 40 years. There have been two instalments in 2018, and two in 2019 The loans are due or 

should be refinanced in 2020.It is a requirement that the loans are hedged against interest rate changes and 

changes in the power- and el-cert prices. The loan has first lien security in most of the power plants in Småkraft AS.  

Sparebanken Vest EUR loan: 
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The long- term debt is a EUR- loand, and interests are determined every 6 months, as LIBOR + interest charge + 

margin. The repayment profile is over 40 years. There has been four instalments in 2018 and two in 2019.  

Loans in subsidiaries 

The loans to Sparebanken Vest Telemark, Sparebank 1 Gudbrandsdalen and Sparebanken Vest are NOK- based 

loans in subsidiaries. These loans have repayment profiles over 30 years. They mature at different dates shown in 

the maturity table above. Interests are determined every three monthts, as NIBOR + margin. All these loans have 

security in the power plants in the respective subsidiary. 

Revolving facility 

There was in 2017 established a revolving facility in NOK with an available amount of MNOK 50 with a balance of 

MNOK 18 as of 31.12.2018. The loan is in NOK, and interests are determined every 6 months, as NIBOR plus a 

margin of 1,6 percent. Late 2019, this facility was fully repaid.  

 

 

Bond 

The EUR bond loan was established in 2018 and has a five-year maturity. The average annualized borrowing rate 

in 2018 was around 1,5,% the same for 2019.  

The bond loan of EUR 50 million is secured by a mortgage on 8 of the Group's hydropower plants and a mortgage 

on shares in companies that own another three power plants. Mortgages, insurance and bank accounts are linked 

to the same power plants. Furthermore, the shares in all the subsidiaries of Småkraft Green Bond 1 AS and a bank 

account in Småkraft AS have been pledged. 

There are special conditions attached to the bond loan, where, among other things, (i) Småkraft Green Bond 1 AS 

or any of its subsidiaries shall not provide or maintain a mortgage or other form of security in assets or assets, and 

(ii) book equity in the total Småkraft Group must be at least 30% of the total capital.  

 

Maturity profile for financial liabilities  

 

The table shows undiscounted cash flows for each interval and shows payments of principal and interests. 

Maturity table 2019 

Lenders 

  

Maturity 31.12.2019  1 year  2 years 3 years  4 years  5 years 
After 

31.12.2024 

Sparebank1 MidtNorge*   2025             507             101             101             101             101             101                -    

SEB/Nordea/DNB (3 years maturity)   2020      167 005      169 302                -                  -                  -                  -                  -    

Sparebanken Vest   2021        20 456          1 249        20 230                -                  -                  -                  -    

Sparebanken 1 Telemark   2020          3 876          4 012                -                  -                  -                  -                  -    

Sparebanken Vest   2023          4 828             362             362          4 612                -                  -                  -    

Sparebank 1 Gudbrandsdal   2043          1 806             139             139             139             139             139          1 489  

Bond Debt   2023        50 000             950             950             950        50 950                -                  -    

Total    248 479 171 211 19 866 4 466 50 049 177 1 426 

* This is a contingent liability and repayments depend on profit on Knutfoss Powerplant in each individual 
year.    
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Maturity table 2018 

Lenders 

  

Maturity 31.12.2019 1 year 2 years 3 years 4 years 5 years 

After 
31.12.202

4 

Sparebank1 MidtNorge*   2025  503 84 84 84 84 84 84 

SEB/Nordea/DNB (3 years 
maturity)   2020  178 063 7 073 173 438 - - - - 

Sparebanken Vest Holmen   2021  21 193 1 267 1 267 20 249 - - - 

Sparebanken 1 Telemark   2020  3 995 259 4 016 - - - - 

Sparebanken Vest Sigdestad   2023  4 978 324 367 367 4 617 - - 

Sparebank 1 Gudbrandsdal   2043  1 866 141 141 141 141 141 1 551 

Bond Debt   2023  - - - - 50 000 - - 

Sparebanken Vest Saksenvik   2019  10 138 10 493 - - - - - 

Sparebanken Vest Kvemma   2019  4 239 4 387 - - - - - 

Revolver   2019  1 809 1 873 - - - - - 

Total     226 784 25 901 179 313 20 841 54 842 225 1 635 

* This is a contingent liability and repayments depend on profit on Knutfoss Powerplant in each individual 
year.    

 

 

Derivatives  

The Group has derivatives related to the hedging of income from future power production, as well as interest rate 

swaps in connection with interest bearing debt. 

For the period 2020- 2024, Småkraft AS has hedged part of the estimated production against price fluctuations. 

Fair value calculations are based on available year- end market prices, and future price- curve estimates in cases 

where there are no official closing prices. 

The Group has entered financial currency swaps from EUR to NOK. The Group has entered these contracts to 

make sure that the future capital increases in EUR will fully cover future acquisitions in NOK. 

The Group does not apply hedge accounting for contracts for power hedging or for currency swaps, meaning that 

unrealised changes in value are recognised through the profit or loss and presented on the line ’Other operating 

revenue’ and Financial income/expenses respectively. 

The table below shows the financial position and profit and loss accounts for the derivatives: 

  31.12.2019 31.12.2019 2019 

  Assets Libilities     

  Long term Short term Long term Short term P&L Tax effect 

Over FVPL - Interest rates swaps - - 271 385 464 -102 

Over FVPL - Currency derivatives - 687 - - -319 70 

Over FVPL - Power derivatives - 2 767 - 6 655 7 966 -1 753 

Sum derivatives - 3 454 271 7 040 8 111 -1 784 

 

  31.12.2018 31.12.2018 2018 

  Assets Liabilities     

  Long term Short term Long term Short term P&L Tax effect 

Over FVPL - Interest rates swaps - - 896 492 -1 565 360 

Over FVPL - Currency derivatives - 1 151 - 857 305 -70 

Over FVPL - Power derivatives - 1 546 - 15 773 -23 156 5 326 

Sum derivatives - 2 697 896 17 121 -24 416 5 616 
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Fair value 

 

Fair value is the price that would have been achieved by the sale of an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an 

orderly transaction between market participants at the measurement date.  

The fair value hierarchy:  

Fair value measurements are classified according to the following levels:  

• Level 1: Fair value is based on the quoted prices for identical assets or liabilities in active markets.  

• Level 2: Fair value is based on data inputs other than quoted prices included in Level 1, which are 

observable for the asset, either directly or indirectly 

• Level 3: The valuation is based on unobservable data inputs for the asset or liability.  

The Group tries to maximise the use of observable data insofar as possible.  

Interest-bearing liabilities  

Fair values of interest-bearing liabilities are based on quoted prices where available. Fair value is determined by 

discounting future cash flows when there is no quoted market price on an active market. The market interest curve 

is used for discounting future cash flows. The market interest curve is calculated based on available swap rates.  

 

Trade receivables and other current and non-current financial assets  

For trade receivables and other current receivables, the carrying amount is assessed to be a reasonable 

approximation of fair value. The effect of not discounting is immaterial for this class of financial instruments. 

 

Trade payables and other non-interest-bearing financial liabilities  

For trade payables and other non-interest-bearing financial liabilities, the carrying amount is assessed to be a 

reasonable approximation of fair value. The effect of not discounting is insignificant for this class of financial 

instruments. 

Equity investments  

Fair values for listed shares are based on quoted prices at the end of the reporting period. Fair value of unlisted 

shares is estimated by using commonly used valuation techniques or measured at cost if the investment does not 

have a quoted market price in an active market and the fair value cannot be reliably measured.  

Cash and cash equivalents  

The fair value for this class of financial instruments is assessed to be equal to the nominal amount.  

Derivatives  

For currency futures, interest and currency swap agreements, and interest rate swaps, the estimated present value 

is compared with valuations from the other party to the contract to determine how reasonable it is. 
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31.12.2019             

Amounts in EUR thousand         
Financial assets measured at fair 
value Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 

Total fair 
value   

Carrying 
amount 

Currency derivatives   
                   

687    
                   

687    
                          

687  

Power derivatives   
               2 

767    
               2 

767    
                      2 

767  

Total financial assets measured at 
fair value 

                         
-    

               3 
454  

                         
-    

               3 
454    

                      3 
454  

              

              
Financial liabilities measured at 
fair value             

Interest rate derivatives   
                   

656    
                   

656    
                          

656  

Currency derivatives   
                         

-      
                         

-      
                                

-    

Power derivatives   
               6 

655    
               6 

655    
                      6 

655  

Total financial liabilities measured 
at fair value 

                         
-    

               7 
310  

                         
-    

               7 
310    

                      7 
310  

 

31.12.2018             

Amounts in EUR thousand         

Financial assets measured at fair value Level 1 Level 2 
Level 

3 
Total fair 

value   
Carrying 
amount 

Currency derivatives  1 151  1 151  1 151 

Power derivatives  1 546  1 546  1 546 

Total financial assets measured at fair 
value - 2 697 - 2 697  2 697 

        

        
Financial liabilities measured at fair 
value       

Interest rate derivatives  1 388  1 388  1 388 

Currency derivatives  857  857  857 

Power derivatives  15 773  15 773  15 773 

Total financial liabilities measured at 
fair value - 18 017 - 18 017  18 017 

 

15. Financial result 
 

Financial income     

Amounts in EUR thousand 2019 2018 

Unrealized non-cash effect on EUR loans                1 094                           -    

Unrealized non-cash effect on foreign exchange forwards                          -                       305  

Unrealized non-cash effect on interest swaps                     464                           -    

Other financial income and agio                1 603                 2 069  

Total                3 161                 2 374  
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Financial expenses 

Amounts in EUR thousand 2019 2018 

 Interest expenses                 5 049                 5 705  

 Unrealized non-cash effect on EUR loans                           -                   2 144  

Unrealized non-cash effect on foreign exchange forwards                    319                           -    

 Unrealized non-cash effect on interest swaps                           -                   1 566  

 Other financial expenses and disagio                 1 049                     219  

Total                6 417                 9 635  

16. Intangible assets 
 

Amounts in EUR thousand Water right  Goodwill 
Intangible 

assets 
Total 

          

Cost 01.01.2018 2 631 4 977 27 538 35 146 

      

Additions 2018 643 1 252 12 271 14 165 

Cost at 31 December 2018 3 274 6 228 39 809 49 311 

Additions 2019 0 359 3 225 3 584 

Cost at 31 December 2019 3 274 6 587 43 034 52 895 

      

Acc. depreciation at 01 Jan 2018 - - 450 450 

      

Amortisation charge 2018 - - 505 505 

Accumulated depreciation and impairment at 31 Dec. 2018 - - 955 955 

Effect of currency movements -52 -98 -706 -856 

Balance at 31 December 2018 3 222 6 130 38 148 47 500 

Amortisation charge 2019 0 0 722 722 

Accumulated depreciation and impairment at 31 Dec. 2019 - - 1 676 1 676 

Effect of currency movements 28 52 323 403 

Balance at 31 December 2019 3 250 6 541 40 975 50 765 
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Goodwill 

The Groups goodwill comes from historical acquisitions of new power plant companies and mainly arises because 
deferred tax is valued at nominal amounts whereas discounted amounts are reflected in the purchase amount. The 
difference between deferred tax valued at nominal and discounted amounts is recognised as goodwill.   
 

Amounts in EUR thousand 31.12.2019 31.12.2018 

Småkraft AS*           2 770           2 746  

Holmen Kraft AS          1 913           1 896  

Småkraft Greenbond 1 AS**             751                 -    

Sigdestad Kraftverk AS             544              539  

Grytendal  Kraftverk AS             337              334  

Røfsdalselva Kraft AS             281                 -    

Spilling Kraft AS             107                 -    

Kvemma Kraft AS            -295             -292  

Other entitites             133              906  

At the end of the period          6 541           6 130  

* Several entities merged with Småkraft during 2018.   

** Several entities merged with Småkraft Greenbond 1 AS during 2019. 
 

 

 

 

17. Impairment testing 
Goodwill and intangible assets that have an indefinite useful life are not subject to amortisation and are tested 
annually for impairment, or more frequently if events or changes in circumstances indicate that they might be 
impaired. Småkraft typically tests for impairment at least in Q3 each year.  
 
Other non-financial assets are tested for impairment whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate that 
the carrying amount may not be recoverable.  
 
An impairment loss is recognised for the amount by which the asset’s carrying amount exceeds its recoverable 
amount. The recoverable amount is the higher of an asset’s fair value less costs of disposal and value in use. For 
the purposes of assessing impairment, assets are grouped at the lowest levels for which there are separately 
identifiable cash inflows, which are largely independent of the cash inflows from other assets or groups of assets 
(cash-generating units). Non-financial assets other than goodwill that suffered an impairment are reviewed for 
possible reversal of the impairment at the end of each reporting period. 
 
Cash generating unit 

Power plants that are located in the same watercourse and jointly managed are regarded as a single cash-

generating unit. Impairment tests are carried out by calculating the present value of future cash flows from the cash-

generating unit, which are then tested against associated carrying amounts.  

 

Budget  

The impairment tests carried out for 2019 are based on the budget for 2020 and up to a 100 year period prior to 

setting the terminal value. If the power plant has a terminal clause in the land lease agreement, the period of time 

up until the date of the clause is used. The power prices used in the forecast are a mix between the actual power 

prices traded in the Nordic power market and power curves from three independent power consultancies. Småkraft 

uses longer than 5 years forecast- periods, because the nature of our business is long- term with land- lease periods 

ranging from 40 to 100 years.  
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Discount rate  

The applied discount rate is based on the company’s cost of capital, which in turn is based on a weighted average 

return requirement for equity and loan capital. The return on equity requirement is estimated using the capital asset 

pricing model (CAPM). The return on loan capital requirement is estimated based on the long-term risk-free interest 

rate plus a credit margin derived from Småkraft’s marginal long-term interest rate. The discount rate is adjusted for 

the expected debt-to-assets ratio and business risk for the individual cash-generating unit. A discount rate around 

6 per cent has been applied for the various cash-generating units. 

 

Sensitivity 

The Group has carried out sensitivity analyses examining the consequences of changes in various assumptions for 

the recoverable amount on some of the power plants where the difference between the carrying amount and the 

recoverable amount is small.  

The recoverable amount is particularly sensitive to changes in long- term power prices and changes in the discount 

rate. The sensitivities vary among the CGUs. For the CGU with lowest difference between recoverable amount, the 

following sensitivities apply. If the long-term power price curve increases with 10%, the fair value increases with 

13,6%, while it decreases with 13,5% with 10% price reduction. If the discount rate increases with 0,1%- point, the 

fair value decreases with 2,7%, while it increases with 2,8% with similar discount rate reduction.  
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18. Property, plant and equipment 
 

Amounts in EUR thousand Buildings 
Power 
plants 

Transmission 
installation 

Inlet and 
waterway 

Access 
facility 

            

Cost at 31 Desember 2018 17 948 153 927 16 274 169 161 23 929 

Additions, purchased 2019 4 211 4 483 0 5 267 219 

Cost at 31 Desember 2019 22 159 158 410 16 274 174 428 24 148 

           
Accumulated depreciation and impairment at 31 Dec. 
2018 -3 866 -21 888 -2 747 -17 132 -2 959 

            

Balance at 31 December 2018 14 082 132 038 13 527 152 029 20 970 

Depreciation charge 2019 -542 -4 982 -461 -3 826 -579 

Impairment charge 2019           

Accumulated depreciation and impairment at 31 Dec. 
2019 -4 408 -26 870 -3 208 -20 957 -3 539 

Effect of currency movements 151 1 116 111 1 302 175 

Balance at 31 December 2019 17 902 132 656 13 176 154 773 20 785 

            

Accumulated impairment charge 31 Desember 2019 0 -659 0 -376 0 

            

Percentage 2,50 % 1,2-20% 1,25 - 2,85% 1,25 - 2,5% 1,25 - 2,5% 

Economic life 40 5-75 35 - 80 40 - 80 40 - 80 

Depreciation method Straight-line Straight-line Straight-line Straight-line Straight-line 

Amounts in EUR thousand 
Investment 
contribution 

Vehicles 
Fixtures 

and 
fittings 

Plant under 
construction 

Land 
Leased 
assets 

Total 

                

Cost at 31 Desember 2018 7 735 183 735 7 951 483 352 398 677 

Additions, purchased 2019 -87 41 -4 515 0 0 14 645 

Cost at 31 Desember 2019 7 648 223 731 8 465 483 352 413 322 

          

Accumulated depreciation and impairment at 31 
Dec. 2018 -392 -99 -378 -1 970 0 0 -51 432 

                

Balance at 31 December 2018 7 342 84 356 5 981 483 352 347 245 

Depreciation charge 2019 -212 -21 -89 0 0 -178 -10 889 

Impairment charge 2019       -759     -759 

Accumulated depreciation and impairment at 31 
Dec. 2019 -604 -119 -467 -2 729 0 -178 -63 080 

Effect of currency movements 60 1 2 49 4 1 2 971 

Balance at 31 December 2019 7 104 105 266 5 785 487 176 353 214 

                
Accumulated impairment charge 31 Desember 
2019 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 035 

                

Percentage 2,12 - 2,5% 12,50 % 20,00 %         

Economic life 40 - 47 8 5         

Depreciation method Straight-line 
Straight-

line 
Straight-

line         
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Plants under construction are assets that we currently develop and plan to invest in constructions of future power 

plants or upgrades of existing power plants. For 2019, 759 kEUR was impaired. These impairments relate to projects 

that were finally rejected by the authority or projects where Småkraft finally concludes that construction of the project 

is no longer possible.  

19. Associated companies 

      

Associated company Date of 
acquisition 

Registered 
office 

Ownership 
share 

Voting 
rights   

      % % 

Luster Småkraft AS 2005  Gaupne  50 % 50% 
Rullestad & Skromme AS 2006  Etne  35 % 35% 

 

Associated company Luster  

Rull
esta
d &  

To
tal  

Amounts in EUR thousand 
Småkra

ft 

Skr
om
me 

Companies are recorded using the equity method: AS AS 

Acquisition cost 51 4 55 

Share of equity at the time of aquisition 51 4 55 

Excess over book value 0 0 0 

      

Closing balance at 31 December 2018 51 0 51 

Current year impairment charge     

Share of current year net income     

Closing balance at 31 December 2019 51 0 51 

    
Småkraft AS owns 35% of Rullestad & Skromme AS, and  65% of this company is owned by local 
landowners. The company has water rights in 4 different projects in the area, with a possible 
annual production up to approximately 77 GWh. There are no employees in the company    

    
Småkraft AS owns 50% of Luster Småkraft AS. The company owns 3 operating power plants in 
Luster. There are no employees in the company.    

 

20. Receivables; amounts due after more than one year 

 

Amounts in EUR thousand 2019 2018 

Loans to associates   

Loans to related parties - Luster Småkraft AS               811                813  

Loans to related parties - R&S Energi AS               937                   -    

Loans to related parties - Utbygging Holding AS            3 346                   -    

Loans to related parties - Småkraft Utbygging AS          12 185                   -    

Other receivables   

Deposit rent               106                100  

Prepaid water right lease            7 106             5 819  

Allowance for credit loss              -655                113  

Total               23 837                  6 846  

 
   

The bank has pledged security in operating equipment and accounts receivable, in addition to first priority to the 
power plant and related water lease agreements. Please see note 28 for further details about prepaid water right 
lease. 
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21. Related party transaction and balance items.  
Transactions between Småkraft and its subsidiaries and associates are on commercial basis. The companies also 

have business transactions regarding the corporate account. These are shown in the table below Transactions and 

balance items between Småkraft AS and its subsidiaries are eliminated in the consolidation and are hence not 

presented under "Group" in this note.  

Luster Småkraft AS og Rullestad & Skormme AS are associated companies (note 19). 

The individuals stated in note 3 are also related parties of Småkraft AS. Apart from the transactions specified in this 

note and note 3, there are no significant related party transactions or balance items. 

The table only shows related party transactions above NOK 100 000. 

Transaction / transaction group  Related accounting line 2019 2018 

 Joint ventures        

 Interest bearing loans   Receivables                    1 748  813 

 Total                    1 748  813 

        

 Other related parties/ sister companies        

 Purchase of services from related party   Other operating cost                       370  149 

 Total                       370  149 

        

 Sales of various goods and services   Other operating revenue                       239  407 

 Total                       239  407 

        

 Purchase of power plants   Tangible assets                         -    7 048 

 Interest bearing loans   Receivables                  17 052  0 

 Total                  17 052  7 048 

 

 

22. Ownership structure 
 

Ownership structure 31.12.19  Number  
 Nominal 

amount  

 Voting 
share  

Ownership 
share 

       
Aquila Capital European Hydropower Fund S.A., 
SICAV-SIF 

                                      
932 613  

                      
50  28,26 % 28,26 % 

ACE Hydro Norway S.a.r.l. 
                                  

1 858 957  
                      

50  56,33 % 56,33 % 

Aquila Capital Wasserkraft Invest GmbH 
                                      

508 430  
                      

50  15,41 % 15,41 % 

Sum 
                                  

3 300 000  
                      

50  100,00 % 100,00 % 
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23. Taxes 
  

Amounts in EUR thousand 2019 2018 

 The tax expense in the income statement      

 Income tax payable                         712                         240  

 Natural resource tax used                          -37                          -24  

 Taxes on ground rent                         557                     1 081  

 Change in deferred income tax                     2 312                   -1 853  

 Tax expense in the income statement                     3 544                       -557  

      

      

 Reconcilliation of nominal tax rate and effective tax rate    

 Profit before tax                  13 757                   -7 745  

 Tax rate, percent                            22                            23  

      

 Expected tax expense                     3 027                   -1 781  

      

 Effect on taxes of      

 Permanent differences                            41                       -116  

 Taxes on ground rent                         557                     1 081  

 Other changes                             -4                          -80  

 Natural resource tax                          -14                              -    

 Changes related to deferred tax on off-balance sheet items                          -62                         126  

 Change in tax rates                              -                           214  

 Tax expense                     3 544                       -557  

 

Effective tax rate, percent                            26                               7  
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Amounts in EUR thousand 2019 2018 

 Taxes payable in the balance sheet      

 Income tax exceeding natural resource tax  
                       

712  
                       

231  

 Taxes on ground rent  
                       

556                     1 043  

 Used natural resource tax  
                        -

37  
                        -

23  

 Taxes payable in the balance sheet  
                   1 

231                     1 251  

      

 Specification of temporary differences and deferred tax    

 Fixed assets                  45 472                  43 672  

 Current assets/current liabilities                   -2 827                -16 715  

 Pension obligations  
                       

107  
                       

106  

 Interest deduction                   -1 416                   -1 404  

 Construction contracts  
                       

154  
                       

400  

 Capitalized finance expenses  
                   1 

284                     1 751  

 Unrealized currency gain  
                   1 

848  
                            

-    

 Gains and losses account  
                     -

139                       -173  

 Other differences  
                     -

257                       -409  

 Temporary differences                  44 226                  27 229  

 Losses carried forward                -44 079                -40 259  

 Differences not affecting deferred tax                   -5 910                   -5 039  

 Basis for deferred tax                   -5 762                -18 069  

      
 Net deferred tax benefit (-)/liability (+) in the balance sheet, ordinary 
income                   -1 267                   -3 975  

 Off-balance sheet deferred tax benefits  
                            

-    
                          

37  

 Deferred tax benefit                   -1 267                   -3 938  

      

 

Amounts in EUR thousand 2019 2018 

 Specification of deferred taxes on ground rent      

 Fixed assets  
                       

101  
                       

138  

 Sum   
                       

101  
                       

138  

 Deferred ground rent tax  
                          

37  
                          

51  

 Net deferred tax benefit (-)/liability (+) in the balance sheet, ordinary 
income                   -1 230                   -3 887  

      

 Presentation      

 Tax benefit                   -2 767                   -5 458  

 Tax liability                     1 537                     1 571  

 Net                   -1 230                   -3 887  
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24. Pension costs, assets and liabilities 
Småkraft AS has liquidated the prior defined benefit plan for the company's employees. With effect from 01.06.2017, 

a defined contribution plan has been established for the company's employees. The scheme comprises 18 

employees as of 31 December 2019. In 2019, kEUR 205 was paid to the defined contribution plan. Balance on 

deposit funds as at 31 December 2019 was kEUR 107, and this is recognized in the balance.  

 

25. Cash and cash equivalents  
The company has established a bank guarantee for the payment of tax. Bank deposits, cash etc. does not include 

restricted tax deduction funds as of 31.12.2019. 

 

26. Secured borrowings and guarantees 
 

Secured borrowings etc 2019 2018 

Borrowings from financial institutions                   198 479                  226 784  

Agent commission                    -1 284                     -1 751  

Total 197 195                  225 033  

     

     

Carrying amount of pledged assets 2019 2018 

Operating equipment                        233                         396  

Accounts receivable                        462                      1 023  

Power plants and related water lease agreements                 244 162                  278 613  

Total                 244 857                  280 032  

 

 
As of 31 December 2019, Småkraft AS has a bank loan in EUR amounting to MEUR 167 005. 

The bank has pledged security in operating equipment, bank accounts and accounts receivable, in addition to 1. 

priority pledge in the power plants and related water lease agreements. 

The bank has pledged security in the shares in Småkraft AS and Småkraft AS' shares in Reinli Kraft AS and 

Muoidejohka Kraft AS. 

Småkraft AS has provided a bank guarantee as a security for the payment of tax deduction. 

Småkraft AS has a deposit regarding rent in a restricted bank account amounting to kEUR 30. 

According to the shareholders agreement with Luster Småkraft AS, Småkraft AS is obligated to make capital 

available to Luster Småkraft AS. 

There is a conditional waiver of debt from the bank amounting to kEUR 507, related to whether Knutfoss AS makes 

a profit over the next 7 years. Based on current projections, it is considered likely that the debt will be settled. 

 

27. Concessions 

    
As of 31.12.2019, Småkraft AS has concessions for additional 19 power plants with a total annual 
production of approximately 272 GWh. 
 

 

28. Water and lease agreements 
 

For certain water right lease agreements where the lease amount is based on a percentage of profit, 

Småkraft offers loans and/or minimum payments in the first years to provide a more stable pay-out to the     
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landowners. The repayment profile is dependent on the level of future profit in the relevant power plant. 

The minimum payments are interest bearing, and the loans are normally interest-bearing. The table below 

specifies these receivables by category 

Loans from Småkraft AS to landowners:  
 

Amounts in EUR thousand 2019 2018 

Loans to landowners 1 858 1 766 

Minimum payments to landowners 5 249 4 053 

Total 7 106 5 819 

 

Net landowner deficit, that will offset against future profitt 

Amounts in EUR thousand 2019 2018 

Rights to future lease reductions, off-balance"                   19 430                    17 831  

Total                   19 430                    17 831  

 

In periods where a power plant, for which a profit-based water right lease agreement exist, operates at a loss, the 

loss is carried forward against future profits when calculating the lease payment. Accumulated losses that may be 

deducted in future lease payments are not recognized as an asset under IFRS, but still represents a potential future 

economic benefit  
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29. First time adoption and equity reconciliation 
 

This is the group's first time preparing the Consolidated Financial Statements prepared in accordance with IFRS. 

The accounting policies described in note 1 have been applied in the preparation of the Interim Consolidated 

Financial Statements for the six months period ended 30 June 2019, comparable figures for the six months period 

ended 30 June 2018 and for the preparation of the IFRS opening balance sheet. 1 January 2018 was the Group's 

transition date for conversion from NGAAP to IFRS. 

In preparing the IFRS consolidated accounts, the group has made some adjustments in relation to what has been 

reported previously in the Group's Consolidated Financial Statements prepared in accordance with NGAAP. The 

effect of the transition from NGAAP to IFRS on the Consolidated Balance Sheet and Consolidated Statement of 

Profit or loss is explained further in this note. 

 

(all amounts in EUR thousands)     

Not
e 

31 December 
2018 

1 January 
2018 

          

Equity in accordance with previously reported NGAAP       165 007 157 067 

          

Changes to amortised goodwill     A 95 - 
Recognition of derivatives: interest swaps (not hedge 
accounting)  B -1 388 -1 617 

Recognition of other derivatives (not hedge accounting)   C 1 055 4 017 

Dividend       D 177 - 

Transaction costs from business combination    E -33 -38 

Early adoption of IFRS 16 Lease     F -7 - 
                  

Total adjustments             -100 2 362 

          

Tax effects from adjustments     G -33 576 

          

Total adjustments to equity           -67 1 786 

          

Equity in accordance with IFRS           164 940 158 853 
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Non - current assets      1 January 2018    

Amounts in EUR thousand Notes NGAAP IFRS adjustment IFRS 

Goodwill   4 977 - 4 977 

Intangible Assets   29 719 - 29 719 

Property, plants and equipment F 330 040 455 330 495 

Deferred tax assets   5 697 - 5 697 

Investments in companies recognised under the equity method   298 - 298 

Long-term receivables   5 792 - 5 792 

Derivatives   - - - 

Investment in marked based securities E 135 -38 97 

Total non-current assets   376 658 416 377 074 

       

Current assets      

       

Inventory   51 - 51 

Inventory EL certificates   1 269 - 1 269 

Trade receivables   3 626 - 3 626 

Other receivables   3 119 - 3 119 

Derivatives C - 3 635 3 635 

Other current assets   96 - 96 

Cash and Cash equivalents   18 743 - 18 743 
       

Total current assets   26 904 3 635 30 539 

       

Total assets   403 562 4 052 407 614 

       

Shareholders equity      

       

Share capital   14 186 - 14 186 

Other equity   - - - 

Share-premium reserve   131 361 - 131 361 

Retained earnings B,C,E 9 216 1 786 11 002 

Total shareholders equity   154 762 1 786 156 548 

       

Minority interests   2 305 - 2 305 

       

Total equity   157 067 1 786 158 853 
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Non-current liabilities         

          

Deferred tax liability B,C                             301                                    576                        877  

Borrowings                     227 157                                         -                227 157  

Lease liability F                                  -                                      310                        310  

Derivatives                                    -                                  1 469                    1 469  

Total non-current liabilities                     227 458                                2 355              229 813  

          

Current liabilities         

Accounts payable                           2 138                                         -                      2 138  

Taxes payable                               475                                         -                          475  

Public duties payable                           1 777                                         -                      1 777  

Lease liability F                                  -                                      144                        144  

Dividends                                    -                                           -                               -    

Derivatives B,C,H                                  -                                  3 056                    3 056  

Borrowings                           7 860                                         -                      7 860  

Other current liabilities H                         6 787                              -3 290                    3 497  

Total current liabilities                        19 037                                     -90                 18 948  

          

Total liabilities                     246 496                                2 265              248 761  

          

Total equity and liabilities                     403 562                                4 052              407 614  
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       2018    

Amounts in EUR thousand Notes NGAAP IFRS adjustment IFRS 

Revenue   60 645 -12 915 47 730 

Other operating income H -10 807 -2 707 -13 514 

Total operating income   49 838 -15 622 34 216 

       

Capitalized personnel expenses   - - - 

Water rights payments   3 253 - 3 253 

El-cert costs    8 881 8 881 

Transmission costs   2 761 - 2 761 

Payroll and related costs   2 386 - 2 386 

Depreciation of fixed assets and immaterial F 10 897 56 10 953 

Impairment of fixed assets and immaterial   695 - 695 

Property tax and licence fees   2 135 - 2 135 

Other operating expenses F 3 808 -172 3 636 

Total operating expenses   25 934 8 766 34 700 

       

Operating profit/(loss)   23 903 -24 388 -484 

       

Income from investments recognised under the equity method     - 

       

Financial income   2 374 - 2 374 

Financial expenses B,H,F -31 314 21 679 -9 635 

Net financial items   -28 940 21 679 -7 261 

       

Profit/(loss) before tax   -5 036 -2 709 -7 745 

       

Tax expense   -138 624 486 

       

Profit/loss   -5 174 -2 085 -7 259 
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Amounts in EUR thousand   NGAAP IFRS adjustment 
12 months 

ended 2018 

       

Cash Flow from operations     

Profit (-loss) before taxation  -5 036 -2 709 -7 745 

Taxes paid for the period  -487  -487 

Depreciation, amortization, impairment  11 592 56 11 649 
Unrealized currency gains/losses 

 
3 225 

 3225 

Change in inventory  -37  -37 

Change in working capital  6 999 2 818 9 818 

Net cash flow from operations   16 256 166 16 422 

     

Cash flow from investment activities     

Net inflows from sale of shares and market based securities  -6  -6 

Cash in acquired companies  1 875  1 875 

Outflows due to purchases of fixed assets  -11 241  -11 241 

Outflows due to purchases of intangible assets  -643  -643 

Outflows due to investments in subsidiaries  -25 646  -25 646 

Outflows from loans to others  -1 058  -1 058 

Net cash flow from investment activities   -36 719 - -36 719 

     
     

Cash flow from financing activities     

Capital increases  23 124  23 124 

Dividend payments  -2 604  -2 604 

Repayment of lease liability  - -166 -166 

Net loan payment/raising  51 816  51 816 

Net Cash Flow from financing activities   72 336 -166 72 170 
               

Net change in bank deposits and cash    51 872 

Bank deposits and cash at beginning of period    18 743 

Bank deposits and cash at end of period     70 615 
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Explanation of differences between NGAAP and IFRS follow:      

          

A) Amortisation of Goodwill          

The group has elected not to apply IFRS 3 Business Combinations (IFRS 3) retrospectively to business 

combinations that occurred before the date of transition in accordance with the transition rules in IFRS The goodwill 

has been tested for impairment. As of 1 January 2018, the group is no longer allowed to amortise goodwill. Goodwill 

is instead tested annually for impairment. This is a difference compared to NGAAP where goodwill is assessed as 

an asset with a finite useful life and amortised over its estimated useful life.  

The transition effects in the consolidated statement of equity per 01.01.2018 was zero.   

B and C) Recognition of other derivatives: Interest swaps and power and currency contracts 

  

According to NGAAP, financial derivatives outside hedge accounting were to be valued at the lower of historical 

cost and fair value. Commodity derivatives for electric power and el-certificates, as well as currency forward 

contracts have been accounted for using the lower of historical cost and fair value as disclosed in the notes to the 

financial statements. In accordance with IFRS 9, financial derivatives are to be recognized in the balance sheet at 

fair value, with fair value changes recognized in the statement of profit or loss since no hedge accounting has been 

applied. The changes in fair value are presented as part of other operating income. Under NGAAP this was 

presented as part of financial items.  

The transition effects for interest swaps in the equity per 01.01.2018 was negative EUR 1 617 thousand.  

The transition effects for power and currency contracts in the equity per 01.01.2018 was positive EUR 4 017 

thousand.   

D) Dividends 

Provision is made for the amount of any dividend declared, being appropriately authorised and no longer at the 

discretion of the entity, on or before the end of the reporting period but not distributed at the end of the reporting 

period. 

E) Transaction costs from business combination        

According to IFRS 3.53 acquisition-related costs should be expensed as incurred. These expenses have according 

to NGAAP been capitalised.  

The transition effects in the equity per 01.01.2018 was EUR 38 thousand. 

F) Early adoption of IFRS 16 Leases        

The group has early adopted IFRS 16 from 1 January 2018. On adoption of IFRS 16, the group recognized lease 

liabilities. These liabilities were measured at the present value of the remaining lease payments, discounted using 

the lessee’s incremental borrowing rate as of 1 January 2018. Right-of use assets were measured at the amount 

equal to the lease liability. 

The Group has made the following accounting policy choices:  

• Leases with a lease term of 12 months or shorter are not capitalized (short-term leases). • 

• Low-value leases, meaning mainly leased office equipment, are not capitalized. • 

• Fixed non-lease components embedded in the lease contract are separated and hence not recognized 

as lease liabilities and right-of-use assets.  

• Right-of-use assets are presented as part of property, plant and equipment in the balance sheet and 

lease liabilities are presented separately in the statement of financial position. 

Tables in this note show the effect in the statement of profit or loss and balance sheet from the early adoption of 

IFRS 16 which has been adopted with effect from the transition date 1 January 2018.  

The transition effects in the consolidated financial statement per 01.01.2018 were EUR 455 thousand in increased 

right of use assets (presented as part of fixed assets) and lease liability. Further the effects in 2018 were reduced 

operating expenses with EUR 166 thousand, increased depreciations with EUR 155 thousand and increased 

finance expenses with EUR 18 thousand. 
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G) Tax effects           

Only amounts related to recognition of derivatives (adjustment A, B and C), as well as the effects of early adoption 

of IFRS 16 Leases have been adjusted for tax using the group's applicable tax rate.  

The transition effects in equity per 01.01.2018 were negative EUR 567 thousand.   

H) Reclassifications 

For the purpose of implementing IFRS, the classification in the statements has been evaluated and some changes 

done. 
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ANNUAL ACCOUNTS AND NOTES 

SMÅKRAFT AS  

 

 

 

 

STATEMENT OF PROFIT AND LOSS 

Amounts in EUR thousand Note 
12 months ended 

2019 
12 months ended 

2018 

Revenue   29 545              32 504  

Other operating income               10 111            -14 622  

Total operating income 9              39 656              17 882  

        

        

Water rights costs 27                1 240                 1 463  

El-certs costs 9                 6 828  6 973  

Transmission costs                  1 970                 2 175  

Payroll and related costs 10                 2 269                 2 346  

Depreciation of fixed assets and intangible assets  15,16,17                8 137                 8 067  

Impairment of fixed assets and intangible assets 16,17                     759                     695  

Property tax and licence fees                  1 450                 1 631  

Other operating expenses  11                4 206                 3 696  

Total operating expenses               26 860  27 045 

        

Operating profit/(loss)               12 796               -9 163  

        
        
        

Financial income 14                 3 637                 3 155  

Financial expenses 14               -5 162               -6 290  

Net financial items                -1 525               -3 136  

        

Profit/(loss) before tax               11 271            -12 298  

        

Tax expense (income                -2 456                 2 285  

  22      

Profit (loss)                  8 815            -10 013  

        

Other comprehensive income       

Items that cannot be recycled to profit or loss:       

Presentation currency effects                  1 215               -2 525  

Total other comprehensive income                  1 215               -2 525  

        

Total comprehensive income for the year               10 030            -12 538  
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION 

 

  

Non - current assets         

          

Amounts in EUR thousand Note 31.12.2019 31.12.2018 01.01.2018 

Goodwill                      2 770                  2 746                  1 468  

Intangible Assets                   13 144               13 144                  3 478  

Property, plants and equipment                235 920            238 107            200 733  

Deferred tax assets                      6 743                  9 035                  9 320  

Investments in subsidiaries                   81 331               77 412               70 221  

Loans to subsidiaries                   36 503               13 745               40 599  

Loans to associates                   17 279                  1 720                      813  

Investments in companies recognised under the equity 

method                           51  

                       

50                         51  

Long-term receivables                      6 238                  4 996                  4 694  

Total non-current assets                399 981            360 956            331 378  

          

Current assets         

          

Inventory                             64  

                       

88                         51  

Inventory EL certificates                      1 040                  4 874                  1 776  

Trade receivables                      2 310                  1 941                  3 234  

Other receivables                      2 671                  4 602                  3 310  

Derivatives                      3 450                  2 697                  3 635  

Cash and Cash equivalents                   40 340               58 999               11 312  

Total current assets                   49 875               73 200               23 318  

          

Total assets                449 856            434 156            354 695  
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Shareholders equity         

Amounts in EUR thousand Note 31.12.2019 31.12.2018 01.01.2019 

Share capital                   16 221               14 539               14 186  

Other equity                   45 201               22 313                           -    

Share-premium reserve                131 452            121 629            131 361  

Retained earnings                   10 301                  1 483               14 648  

Total shareholders equity                203 175            159 964            160 194  

          

Total equity                203 175            159 964            160 194  

          

Non-current liabilities         

          

Borrowings                   49 899            215 757            177 165  

Derivatives                                -                        446                      464  

Total non-current liabilities                   49 899            216 360            177 939  

          

Current liabilities         

Accounts payable                      1 153                      957                  2 026  

Public duties payable                          882                  1 431                  1 559  

Lease liability                          186                      150                      144  

Dividends                   17 235               20 104                           -    

Derivatives                      7 040               17 121                  3 056  

Borrowings                166 329               11 057                  7 860  

Other current liabilities                      3 958                  7 013                  1 918  

Total current liabilities                196 782               57 833               16 562  

          

Total liabilities                246 681            274 192            194 501  

          

Total equity and liabilities                449 856            434 156            354 695  
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STATEMENT OF EQUITY 

Amounts in EUR thousand 
Share 
capital 

Share 
premium 

Not 
registered 

capital 
increase 

Retained 
earnings Total equity 

Equity at 01.01.2018 14 186 131 361 0 12 060 157 606 

IFRS adjustments 
      

2 588 2 588 

Equity at 01.01.2018 14 186 131 361 0 14 648 160 194 

Net profit       
                 -

10 013  -10 013 

Currency presentation effect 
                      

-172  
                       

-1 855  
                       

-811  
                          

313  -2 525 

Total comprehensive income for 
the year 

                      
-172  

                       
-1 855  

                       
-811  

                    -
9 700  

                    
-12 538  

Capital increase current period 
                       

525  
                      

12 227  
                  

23 124  
                               

-    35 876 

Merge of subsidiaries       
                        

-821  -821 

Dividend   
                    -

20 104    
                    -

2 604  -22 708 

Other changes       
                           

-41  -41 

Equity at 31.12.2018 
                

14 539  
                   

121 629  
                  

22 313  
                      

1 482  
                  

159 963  

Equity adjustments       
                               

-    0 

Equity at 01.01.2019 
                

14 539  
                   

121 629  
                  

22 313  
                      

1 482  
                  

159 963  

Net profit       
                      

8 815  8 815 

Currency presentation effect 
                       

124  
                             

896  
                         

192  
                                

3  1 215 

Total comprehensive income for 
the period 

                       
124  

                             
896  

                         
192  

                      
8 818  

                     
10 030  

Capital increase previous period 
registered current period 

                   
1 558  

                      
26 016  

                -
22 504    5 069 

Capital increase current period     
                  

45 201    45 201 

Dividend   
                    -

17 088      -17 088 

Equity at 31.12.2019 
                

16 221  
                   

131 452  
                  

45 202  
                   

10 300  
                  

203 175  

 

Oslo, Norway, 10 March 2020 

The Board of Directors 
Småkraft AS 

  
 
  
            Tor Søve Syverud                            Annette Beate Wacknitz Malm Justad Jan Erik  Schulien                
            Chairman of the board                       Member of the Board   Member of the Board 
 
  
  
  
            Oldrik Nicolaas Frits Verloop              Christian Heidfeld                                          Terje Vedeler 
            Member of the board                        Member of the board                      Managing Director 
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STATEMENT OF CASHFLOW 

Amounts in EUR thousand 12 months ended 2019 12 months ended 2018 

      

Cash Flow from operations     

Profit (-loss) before taxation                11 271                     -12 298  

Taxes paid for the period                            -                                    -1  

Depreciation, amortization, impairment                   8 896                          8 825  

Change in unrealized currency gains/losses                     -905                          1 886  

Change in unrealized derivatives              -12 170                       17 636  

Change in inventory                   3 904                               -39  

Change in working capital                   5 050                              969  

Net cash flow from operations                16 047                       16 978  

      

Cash flow from investment activities     

Outflows due to purchases of fixed assets                 -3 542                        -4 111  

Outflows due to purchases of intangible assets              -22 666                            -643  

Outflows due to investments in subsidiaries                 -3 339                     -40 232  

Outflows from loans to others              -22 666                            -956  

Net cash flow from investment activities              -52 213                     -45 941  

      

Cash flow from financing activities     

Capital increases                50 327                       35 876  

Change in current liabilities                            -                          -3 063  

Dividend payments              -20 299                        -2 604  

Repayment of lease liability                     -124                                   -    

Net loan payment/raising              -12 396                       43 598  

Net Cash Flow from financing activities                17 508                       73 807  

      

      

      

Net change in bank deposits and cash              -18 658                       44 844  

Bank deposits and cash at beginning of period                58 999                       14 155  

Bank deposits and cash at end of period                40 340                       58 999  
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Notes to the accounts, Småkraft AS 

1. General Information 

 
Småkraft AS is the parent company in the Småkraft- group. Småkraft is located in Bergen, Norway, with local offices 

in Harstad, Flatanger and Oslo, and the Company employs 20 people. All of Småkraft’s business is in Norway. 

Småkraft is a supplier of renewable energy based on small scale hydro power plants.  

Småkraft’s  financial statements have been prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting 

Standards (IFRS) and interpretations from International Financial Reporting Interpretations Committee (IFRIC) as 

adopted by the EU and further requirements in Norwegian Accounting Law (Regnskapsloven).  

IFRS in Småkraft’s consolidated financial statement has been adopted for the first time in these financial statements. 

The statement of comprehensive income, statement of financial position, statement of equity, statement of cash 

flow and notes provide comparable information in respect of the previous period. 

The financial statements have been prepared on a historical cost basis except for certain assets, liabilities and 

financial instruments which are measured at fair value. The preparation of financial statements in conformity with 

IFRS requires the use of certain accounting estimates. It also requires management to exercise its judgement in 

the process of applying the Group’s accounting policies.  

Presentation and classification of items in the financial statements is consistent for the periods presented. 

Application of the accounting policies by the subsidiaries has been changed where necessary to ensure consistency 

with Group accounting policies.  

The functional currency of Småkraft AS is the Norwegian krone (NOK). The company’s accounts are presented in 

EUR. Småkraft AS presents the financial statement in EUR, as the main revenue is noted in EUR, its debt is mainly 

in EUR and its owners are EUR-based. 
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2. Accounting policies   
 

Investments in joint ventures 

Joint ventures are companies or entities where Småkraft AS has joint control with one or several other investors. In 

a joint venture company, decisions related to relevant activities must be unanimous between participants who have 

joint control. Småkraft’s share of the companies’ profit/loss after tax, adjusted for amortization of excess value and 

any deviations from the accounting policies, are presented on a separate line in the consolidated income statement. 

Investments in joint ventures are recognised in the consolidated accounts using the equity method and presented 

as a non-current asset. 

Equity method 

Under the equity method of accounting, the investments are initially recognised at cost and adjusted thereafter to 

recognise Småkraft’s share of the post-acquisition profits or losses of the investee in profit or loss, and Småkraft’s 

share of movements in other comprehensive income of the investee in other comprehensive income. Dividends 

received or receivable from associates and joint ventures are recognised as a reduction in the carrying amount of 

the investment. 

When Småkraft’s share of losses in an equity-accounted investment equals or exceeds its interest in the entity, 

including any other unsecured long-term receivables, Småkraft does not recognise further losses, unless it has 

incurred obligations or made payments on behalf of the other entity. 

Unrealised gains on transactions between Småkraft and joint ventures are eliminated to the extent of Småkraft’s 

interest in these entities. Unrealised losses are also eliminated unless the transaction provides evidence of an 

impairment of the asset transferred. Accounting policies of equity accounted investees have been changed where 

necessary to ensure consistency with the policies adopted by Småkraft. 

Equity-accounted investments are reviewed each period to determine whether there is any objective evidence that 

the net investment is impaired.  

Foreign currency translation 

Functional and presentation currency 

All entities of Småkraft have NOK as its functional currency. For the purpose of consolidation and translation to 

EUR, Småkraft are consolidated into the functional currency of the parent (NOK) and then translated to the 

presentation currency, EUR. The currency differences arising in the translation to the presentation currency are 

presented as "items that are not recycled" in Other Comprehensive Incomes. Also, in the statement of equity the 

translation difference is included in retained earnings as this is not a reserve that may later be recycled. All amounts 

are rounded to the nearest EUR thousand. 

Transactions and balances 

Foreign currency transactions are translated into the functional currency using the exchange rate at the date of the 

transaction. Foreign exchange gains and losses resulting from the settlement of such transactions and from the 

translation of monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies at year-end exchange rates are 

generally recognised in profit or loss. Småkraft uses currency exchange rates from Norges Bank.  

Segments 

An operating segment is a component of an entity that engages in business activities from which it may earn 

revenues and incur expenses. Furthermore, the entity’s component’s operating results are regularly reviewed by 

the entity’s chief operating decision maker to make decisions about resources to be allocated to the segment and 

to assess its performance, and thus separate financial information is available. The company has determined that 

the board of directors is collectively the chief operating decision maker.  

Småkraft has only one segment: power supply. Småkraft produces renewable energy and sells electricity, el- certs 

and guarantees of origin on the Nordic power market.  

The segment information is reported in accordance with the reporting to board of directors (chief operating decision 

makers), and is consistent with financial information used for assessing performance and allocating resources. 

EBITDA is defined as segment profit or loss (please see page 66 of this report for definitions of Alternative 

Performance Measures including EBITDA). 
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Property, plant and equipment 

Property, plant and equipment is measured at historical cost less accumulated depreciation. Land is not 

depreciated. Historical cost includes expenditures that are directly attributable to the acquisition of the item.  

Subsequent costs are included in the asset’s carrying amount or recognised as a separate asset, as appropriate, 

only when it is probable that future economic benefits associated with the item will flow to Småkraft and the cost of 

the item can be measured reliably. The carrying amount of any component accounted for as a separate asset is 

derecognised when replaced. Periodic maintenance is capitalised and depreciated over the period until next 

maintenance. All other repairs and maintenance are charged to profit or loss during the reporting period in which 

they are incurred. 

Depreciation is calculated using the straight-line method to allocate costs over their estimated useful lives. The 

assets’ residual values and useful lives are reviewed annually, and adjusted if appropriate.  

Gains and losses on disposals are determined by comparing actual proceeds with the carrying amount. Gains and 

losses on disposal are included in profit or loss.  

Intangible assets  

Intangible assets are carried at cost less accumulated amortisation and accumulated impairment losses. Costs 

relating to intangible assets, including goodwill, are recognised in the statement of financial position when it is 

probable that the asset will generate future economic benefits and the costs can be measured reliably.  

Intangible assets with an indefinite useful life, such as goodwill and water rights owned are not amortised but are 

instead tested annually for impairment. 

Goodwill 

Goodwill represents the excess of the cost of acquisition over the fair value of Småkraft’s share of the net identifiable 

assets of the acquired business at the date of acquisition. Goodwill is carried at cost less accumulated impairment 

losses. Goodwill is allocated to cash-generating units for the purpose of the impairment testing. The allocation is 

made to those cash-generating units or groups of cash-generating units that are expected to benefit from the 

business combination in which the goodwill arose. 

Leases 

Småkraft’s main lease type of agreements are related to water rights. The rights are considered intangible assets. 
Småkraft has elected to not recognise these types of agreements under IFRS 16 leases. The accounting treatment 
of the different water right lease agreements are described below: 
 

Water right lease agreements 

Småkraft enters into water right lease agreements with landowners, which entitles the company to utilise the 
water in the rivers. The agreement typically has a period varying from 40 to 75 years, starting when the power 
plant is put into commercial operation.  
 

When Småkraft has a commitment to pay rent to the land owners, we account for this as a regular cost as the 

commitment arises. Such commitment arises, when:  

 
 

1. Gross agreement/ revenue-based agreement: Småkraft pays landowner a percentage of the annual 
power plant revenue. Upon expiration of the agreement the landowners have the right to purchase 
the power plant with all rights and technical installations at a price based on certain specific 
conditions.  
 
Småkraft accounts for this land lease when the relevant power plant generates revenue, upon which 
this land lease bases.   
 

2. Fixed amount- agreement: Småkraft pays landowner a fixed annual amount. Upon expiration of the 
agreement the landowner has the right to purchase the powerplant with all rights and technical 
installations at a price based on certain specific conditions. 
 
Småkraft accounts for this land lease monthly based upon the agreed yearly payment.  
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3. Profit share agreement: Småkraft shares the yearly powerplant- profit with the land owner. Upon 
expiration of the agreement the landowners have the right to purchase the power plant with all rights 
and technical installations based on certain specific conditions.  
 
Småkraft accounts for this land lease type by calculating the actual profit for each individual power 
plant on a monthly basis. Småkraft then calculates the exact share of the profit, that the landowners 
have the right to receive. If Småkraft is in a position, where land lease should be paid to landowners, 
Småkraft accounts for the estimated payment as a cost.  
 

 

In the case that Småkraft has a profit share lease agreement, where there (still) is an accumulated loss on the 

powerplant, Småkraft has the right to offset all accumulated losses before paying out land lease rent to the 

landowners. This will represent a future benefit for the company, that Småkraft does not recognise as an asset. 

This asset will be off- balance. Any positive or negative changes in these off- balance items, will not be recognised 

in Småkrafts books. In some instances, Småkraft may pay out loans or minimum payments to landowners. These 

loans are interest bearing loans and will be recognised as normal loans in Småkraft’s Financial Statements. 

Other leases 

Further, the Småkraft Group has some lease related to office rental of which the following principles applies: 

Right-of-use assets  

Småkraft recognises right-of-use assets at the commencement date of the lease, i.e. the date the underlying asset 

is available for use. Right-of-use assets are measured at cost, less any accumulated depreciation and impairment 

losses, and adjusted for any remeasurement of lease liabilities. The recognised right-of-use assets are depreciated 

on a straight-line basis over the shorter of its estimated useful life and the lease term.  

Lease liabilities  

At the commencement date of the lease, Småkraft recognises lease liabilities measured at the present value of 

lease payments to be made over the lease term.  

In calculating the present value of lease payments, Småkraft uses the incremental borrowing rate at the lease 

commencement date if the interest rate implicit in the lease is not readily determinable.  

Estimates and Judgment when calculating Land lease:  

Land lease calculations are estimates based on the current revenue and costs related to the specific companies. 

While being estimates, there is minimal judgment involved in these estimates, as they are technical calculations 

with low complexity based upon the relevant input. Furthermore, most of the input is objective, as the revenue and 

most of the costs are known at the time of the estimate.  

Financial instruments 

Financial instruments are recognised in the financial statements when Småkraft becomes party to contractual 

conditions relating to the financial instrument. Financial assets and financial liabilities are classified based on the 

type and purpose for holding the instruments at fair value, amortised cost or as a designated hedge accounting 

instrument (e.g. derivatives used for hedging financial risks). 

Financial assets 

Småkraft classifies its financial assets in the following measurement categories: 

• those to be measured subsequently at fair value (either through OCI or through profit or loss), and 

• those to be measured at amortised cost. 

The classification depends on the entity’s business model for managing the financial assets and the contractual 

terms of the cash flows.  

For financial assets measured at fair value, gains and losses will either be recorded in profit or loss or OCI. For 

investments in equity instruments that are not held for trading, this will depend on whether Småkraft has made an 

irrevocable election at the time of initial recognition to account for the equity investment at fair value through other 

comprehensive income (FVOCI). Currently Småkraft does not have any financial assets designated at FVOCI. 

Financial assets recognised at fair value through profit or loss are initially recognised at fair value, and transaction 

costs are expensed in the income statement. Gains or losses arising from changes in the fair value of the financial 

instruments at fair value through profit or loss, including interest and dividends, are recognised in the income 

statement as other gain/losses. Derivatives are always measured at fair value through profit or loss, unless 
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designated as a hedging instrument. When designated as a cash flow hedging instrument measurement is change 

in fair value are recognised in FVOCI.  

Financial assets that are held for collection of contractual cash flows where those cash flows represent solely 

payments of principal and interest are measured at amortised cost. Interest income from these financial assets is 

included in finance income using the effective interest rate method. Any gain or loss arising on derecognition is 

recognised directly in profit or loss and presented in other gains/(losses) together with foreign exchange gains and 

losses. Impairment losses are presented as separate line item in the statement of profit or loss. 

Regular way purchases and sales of financial assets are recognised on trade-date, the date on which Småkraft 

commits to purchase or sell the asset. Financial assets are derecognised when the rights to receive cash flows from 

the financial assets have expired or have been transferred and Småkraft has transferred substantially all the risks 

and rewards of ownership. 

Cash and cash equivalents 

For the purpose of presentation in the statement of cash flows, cash and cash equivalents includes cash on hand, 

deposits held at call with financial institutions, other short-term, highly liquid investments with original maturities of 

three months or less that are readily convertible to known amounts of cash and which are subject to an insignificant 

risk of changes in value. There are currently no cash equivalents. 

Accounts receivables and accrued revenue 

Accounts receivable are measured at initial recognition at fair value. Accounts receivable are held with the objective 

to collect the contractual cash flows and therefore are subsequently measured at amortised cost using the effective 

interest method. For the purposes of impairment, Småkraft applies the simplified approach permitted by IFRS 9, 

which requires expected lifetime losses to be recognised from the date of initial recognition of the receivables. 

Financial liabilities  

Småkraft classifies all financial liabilities at amortised cost, except for derivatives which are at fair value and 

financial guarantees (see below). Currently the fair value option to designate a financial liability at FVTPL has not 

been utilised.   

 

Accounts payables and other financial payables 

These amounts represent liabilities for goods and services provided to Småkraft prior to the end of period which 

are unpaid. They are recognised initially at fair value and subsequently measured at amortised cost using the 

effective interest method. Trade and other payables are presented as current liabilities unless payment is not due 

within 12 months after the reporting period. 

Financial guarantee contracts  

Financial guarantee contracts are recognised as a financial liability at the time the guarantee is issued. The 

liability is initially measured at fair value and subsequently at the higher of: 

• the amount determined in accordance with the expected credit loss model under IFRS 9 Financial 

Instruments and 

• the amount initially recognised less, where appropriate, the cumulative amount of income recognised in 

accordance with the principles of IFRS 15 Revenue from Contracts with Customers. 

The fair value of financial guarantees is determined based on the present value of the difference in cash flows 

between the contractual payments required under the debt instrument and the payments that would be required 

without the guarantee, or the estimated amount that would be payable to a third party for assuming the obligations. 

Where guarantees in relation to loans or other payables of associates are provided for no compensation, the fair 

values are accounted for as contributions and recognised as part of the cost of the investment. 

Borrowings 

Borrowings are initially recognised at fair value, net of transaction costs incurred. Borrowings are subsequently 

measured at amortised cost. Any difference between the proceeds (net of transaction costs) and the redemption 

amount is recognised in profit or loss over the period of the borrowings using the effective interest method. Fees 

paid on the establishment of loan facilities are recognised as transaction costs of the loan to the extent that it is 

probable that some or all of the facility will be drawn down. In this case, the fee is deferred until the draw down 

occurs. To the extent there is no evidence that it is probable that some or all of the facility will be drawn down, the 

fee is capitalised as a prepayment for liquidity services and amortised over the period of the facility to which it 

relates. 
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Borrowings are removed from the balance sheet when the obligation specified in the contract is discharged, 

cancelled or expired. The difference between the carrying amount of a financial liability that has been extinguished 

or transferred to another party and the consideration paid, including any noncash assets transferred or liabilities 

assumed, is recognised in profit or loss as other income or finance costs. 

Borrowings are classified as current liabilities unless Småkraft has an unconditional right to defer settlement of the 

liability for at least 12 months after the reporting period. 

Taxes 

Group companies that are engaged in energy generation in Norway are subject to the special rules for taxation of 

energy companies. Småkraft’s tax expense therefore includes, in addition to ordinary income tax, natural resource 

tax and resource rent tax for those plants exceeding 10,000 KVA, currently only the Holmen power plant.  

Income taxes 

Income tax is calculated in accordance with ordinary tax rules and by applying the adopted tax rate. The tax expense 

in the statement of comprehensive income comprises taxes payable and changes in deferred tax liabilities and 

deferred tax assets. Taxes payable are calculated on the basis of the taxable income for the year. Deferred tax 

liabilities and deferred tax assets are calculated on the basis of temporary differences between the accounting and 

tax values and the tax effect of losses carried forward.  

Deferred tax assets and liabilities are offset when there is a legally enforceable right to offset current tax assets and 

liabilities and when the deferred tax balances relate to the same taxation authority. 

Tax related to items recognised in other comprehensive income is also recognised in other comprehensive income, 

while tax related to equity transactions is recognised in equity.  

Natural resource tax 

Natural resource tax is a profit-independent tax that is calculated on the basis of the individual power plant’s average 

output over the past seven years. Natural resources tax consists of NOK 0.01 per kilowatt hour (KWh) to the 

municipality and NOK 0.002 per kwh to the county. Income tax can be offset against the natural resource tax paid. 

Any natural resource tax that exceeds income tax can be carried forward with interest to subsequent years, and is 

recognised as prepaid tax. 

Resource rent tax 

Resource rent tax is a profit-dependent tax levied on the net resource rent revenue generated by each power plant. 

Resource rent tax is calculated with 37% of the resource rent income for each power plant. Negative resource rent 

tax is carried forward against future positive resource rent tax interest. Negative resource rent tax is included in the 

deferred tax asset, together with temporary differences regarding the power plant. Deferred tax assets related to 

negative resource rent tax and temporary tax differences are capitalised if it is probable that the power plant has 

resource rent income within a time limit of 15 years, and is settled against future payable resource rent tax. Deferred 

tax liabilities/deferred tax assets related to resource rent tax is calculated with a tax rate of 37%.  

Dividends 

Provision is made for the amount of any dividend declared, being appropriately authorised and no longer at the 

discretion of the entity, on or before the end of the reporting period but not distributed at the end of the reporting 

period. 

Contributed equity 

Ordinary shares are classified as equity. Issuance of new shares are recognised when paid, based upon the 

decision by the General Meeting. Incremental costs directly attributable to the issue of new shares are shown in 

equity as a deduction, net of tax, from the proceeds. 

 

  



3. Key accounting estimates and judgements 
 

Introduction 

The use of reasonable estimates and judgements is a critical element in preparing the financial statements. Due 

to the level of uncertainties inherent in Småkraft’s business activities, management must make certain estimates 

and judgements that effect the application of accounting policies, results of operations, cash flows and financial 

position as reported in the financial statements.  

Areas of significant judgments 

Long term price forecast for power 

One of the key assumptions used by management in making business decisions is Småkraft’s long term price 

forecasts for power. These assumptions are critical inut for management related to financial statement process 

such as:  

- Impairment testing of property, plant and equipment, note 17 

- Impairment testing of intangible assets, note 15 

Småkraft updates its long- term price forecasts continuously, based on market developments.  

Sensitivity analysis are disclosed in impairments, note 16. 

Fair value measurement 

Significant judgment is applied in the valuation of the company’s long term power purchase and power sales 

contracts. The fair value estimate is based on the amounts for which the assets or liabilities could be exchanged 

at the relevant transaction date on the reporting period end. Where fair value measurement cannot be derived 

from publicly available information, they are estimated using models and other valuations methods. To the extent 

possible, the assumptions and inputs used take into account externally verifiable inputs. However, such 

information is by nature subject to uncertainty, particularly where comparable market-based transactions do often 

not exist. In such cases Småkraft’s management is required to make market based-assumptions, see note 14. 

Application of accounting policy 

Due to Småkraft’s business activities, management must apply judgements in determining the appropriate 

accounting policy in areas where these policies may have a material impact on how amounts are reported in the 

financial statements. Such areas include:  

- Classification of energy contracts, see note 13 

- Classification of energy and other revenue, see note 9 

- Classification of power purchase agreements, see note 13 

4. Subsequent events 
There have been no significant subsequent events.   
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5. Management of capital structure 

The main aim of the Group’s management of its capital is to maintain a reasonable balance between the groups 

debt and total assets. The Group has a long- term investment horizon, with contractual arrangements and 

investments that will last for decades. The reasonable balance between debt and total assets is thus set based 

upon the expectations towards short- term and long- term price expectations. The main aim of the Company’s 

management of its capital is to contribute to the capital structure on Group level.  

Småkraft has several debt covenants, which include:  

- Equity ratio shall exceed 30%.  

- Net debt over EBITDA shall not exceed certain levels.  

- Debt service coverage shall not fall below certain levels. 

- Liquidity shall exceed interest payments next six months.   

 

6. Market risk 
Risk and risk management of financial instruments 

Småkraft is engaged in activities that entail risk in many areas and has a unified approach to the Group’s market 

risks. Småkraft AS follows the same risk management as the rest of the Group. The Group’s risk management 

policy is based upon assuming the right risk based on the Group’s ability and willingness to take risks, expertise, 

financial strength and development plans. The purpose of risk management is to identify threats and opportunities 

for the Group, and to manage the overall risk level to provide reasonable assurance that the Group’s objectives 

will be met.  In Småkraft, market risk will primarily relate to prices of energy and commodities, interest rates and 

foreign currency. The following section contains a more detailed description of the various types of market risk, 

and how these are managed. 

Description of market risk related to prices on energy and commodities 

Småkraft is exposed to significant market risk in relation to the generation and trading of power. Revenues from 

power generation are exposed to volume and power price risk. Småkraft manages market risk in the energy 

markets by trading physical and financial instruments in the Nordic Market.  

Risk management in energy trading in Småkraft focuses on residual market exposure after considering land lease 

contracts and minority interests. In general, Småkraft enters standard fixed price contracts where Småkraft 

agrees to sell a certain production volume at an agreed price in the future. Around 1/3 of the expected annual 

production capacity for the next four to five years have such contracts to reduce the residual risk after land lease 

and minority interests. Småkraft has set risk- limits within which trading activities are allowed.  

Both realized cash effects and unrealized non- cash effects from trading are presented as a part of other revenue 

in the profit and loss statement.  

Description of foreign exchange and interest rate risk 

Småkraft incurs currency risks in the form of transaction risk, mainly in connection with energy sales revenue and 

investments. Balance sheet risk is related to debt in NOK and EUR.  

Småkraft settlement currency at the Nordic power exchange Nord Pool is EUR and NOK, and all power contracts 

traded in the Nordic power exchange Nasdaq are denominated in EUR. In addition, most of Småkrafts power 

purchase agreements in Norway and all power purchase and sales abroad are denominated in EUR. The 

objective of Småkraft’s hedging is to secure the EUR value of future cash flows exposed to changes in foreign 

currency rates. Economic hedging is partly achieved by using debt in EUR- currencies as hedging instruments. 

Few of these hedging relationships fulfil the requirements of hedge accounting. 

Småkraft’s interest rate exposure is related to its debt portfolio. The management of interest rate risk is based on 

a balance between keeping interest cost low over time and contributing to stabilise the Group’s cash flows with 

regards to interest rate changes.  
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7. Credit Risk and Liquidity risk 

Credit risk is the risk that Småkraft incurs losses due to the failure of counterparties to honor their financial 

obligations. Småkraft is facing credit risk when entering transactions with financial institutions. Credit risk against 

financial institutions arises from cash or current account, deposit, investment of interest-bearing securities, 

derivative transactions and incoming guarantees. Småkraft also assumes credit risk when providing loans to 

associates and joint ventures. In addition, Småkraft assumes credit risk in connection with physical sales 

contracts. The total risk of counterparties not being able to meet their obligations is low. Historically, Småkraft’s 

credit losses have been limited. 

 

8. Alternative Performance Measures 
Adjusted EBITDA is defined as operating profit (-loss) + depreciation of fixed assets and intangible assets + 
impairment of fixed assets and intangible assets – unrealised value change on energy derivatives. The APM is 
used to measure performance from operational activities. EBITDA should not be considered as an alternative to 
operating profit/loss and profit/loss before tax as an indicator of the company’s operations in accordance with 
generally accepted accounting principles. Nor is EBITDA underlying an alternative to cash flow from operating 
activities in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. 
 
Adjusted EBIT is defined as operating loss + impairment – unrealized value change on energy derivates. The 
measure is used to measure performance from operational activities including depreciations. 
 
 
 

  2019 2018 

Operating profit (loss) 12 796 -9163 

+Depreciation of fixed assets and intangible assets 8 137 8 067 

+Impairment of fixed assets and intangible assets 759 697 

-Unrealised value change on energy derivatives -12 209 +17 186 

Adjusted EBITDA 17 195 28 350 

   
 
 

  2019 2018 

Operating profit (loss), twelve months rolling 17 035 -484  

+Impairment of fixed assets and intangible assets 759 695 

-Unrealised value change on energy derivatives -12 209 18 066 

Adjusted EBIT 1 346 9 598 
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9. Operating revenues 
Amounts in EUR thousand 2019 2018 

Power revenue             22 344                      24 723  

Elcertificates                6 828                         6 973  

Guaratees of origin                    110                             490  

Revenues             29 283                      32 186  

Other operating revenues                    191                                93  

Unrealized value change on energy derivatives             12 209                     -18 066  

Realized loss on energyderivatives               -4 243                        -5 309  

Public grants, Elcertificates                2 216                         8 978  

Other operating income             10 373                     -14 304  

Total operating income             39 656                      17 882  

 

Sale of electric energy 

The revenues originate from the generation of hydropower. With regards to revenue recognition, the production 

per powerplant is measured per hour and allocated the hourly spot price for the specific price region.  

Electricity-certificates (EL-certificates) 

The EL certificate scheme is a market-based support scheme. In this system, producers of renewable electricity 

receive one certificate per MWh of electricity they produce for a period of up to 15 years.  

When EL-certificates are generated they are measured at fair value and recognised as a government grant within 

"Other operating income" and inventory. Upon subsequent sales of the certificates, the sales price is recognised 

within "Revenues". Inventory of EL-certificates are measured at fair value with adjustments to "Other operating 

income 

Power and currency derivatives 

Småkraft uses financial hedging contracts and currency futures to hedge future revenue. The Group does not 

apply hedge accounting for the hedging of power revenues. Realised and unrealised changes in value related to 

these derivatives are recognised as Other operating income. See also Note 13 Financial instruments. 
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10. Payroll costs, number of employees, loans to employees, etc.  

Amounts in EUR thousand 2019 2018 

Wages and salaries                1 614                 1 877  

Payroll tax                    382                     320  

Pension costs                    203                     102  

Other benefits                       71                        47  

Sum                2 269                 2 346  

The numbers relate to the CEO during 2019, Halle Aslaksen. He resigned in December 2019, and all outstanding 

payroll was settled. The CEO's pension is included in the company's pension scheme. 

The company has not issued any loans or guarantees in favour of the CEO, directors or shareholders. 

The Board of Directors do not receive any renumeration for its positions as Board Members. One of the Board 

Members has a consultant agreement based upon a fixed monthly retainer and hourly based compensation based. 

Amounts in EUR thousand 2019 2018 

Salaries                    206                     190  

Pensions                       15                        14  

Other benefits                       31                           3  

Sum                    252                     207  

 

11. Other operating expenses 

Amounts in EUR thousand 2019 2018 

Telecommunications                       53                        33  

Rent and related expenses                    138                     290  

Transport                       15                        16  

Travel expenses                    252                     240  

Purchase of various services                1 931                     853  

IT expenses                    136                     235  

Repair/maintenance regarding equipment, machines etc.                    430                     458  

Consultant services                    530                     510  

Other operating expenses                    720                 1 060  

Other operating expenses                4 206                 3 696  

 

 

12. El certificates 
The holding of received electricity certificates in the power generation business is presented as inventory in the 
statement of financial position and is measured at fair market value at the end of the reporting period. 
 

Amounts in EUR thousand 31.12.2019 31.12.2018 

El-certificates at fair value                1 040                 4 874 
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13. Financial instruments 

This note provides information about the company’s financial instruments, including an overview of all financial 

instruments held by the group: 

The group holds the following financial instruments 

 

Amounts in EUR thousand 31.12.2019 31.12.2018 

Financial assets     

Financial assets at amortized costs     

   Shares in subisidaries             81 331              77 412  

   Loans to subsidiaries             36 503              13 745  

   Long term loans             17 279                 1 720  

   Other long term receivables                6 238                 4 996  

   Trade receivables                2 310                 1 941  

   Other short term receivables                2 671                 4 602  

      

Assets and liabilities held to fair value through profit and loss     

   Short term investment in marked based securitites                       51                        50  

      

Derivative financial instruments     

   Used for hedging without hedge accounting                 3 450                 2 697  

 

Amounts in EUR thousand 31.12.2019 31.12.2018 

Financial liabilities   

Financial liabilities at amortized costs   

   Debt to financial institutions 216 228 226 814 

   Bond debt 50 000 50 000 

   Trade and other payables* 1 153 957 

    

Derivative financial instruments   

   Used for hedging without hedge accounting  7040 17 321 

    

* excluding non-financial liabilitites   
 

Changes in debt to financial institutions and bond debt during the year 

Amounts in EUR thousand 2019 2018 

Ingoing balance:       228 623                   185 025  

Currency exchange rate changes:                 1 900                        -2 341  

Repayments/ downpayments:            -14 296                        -4 061  

New debt                          -                        50 000  

Outgoing balance:       216 227                   228 623  
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Accounts receivables and accrued revenue:  

Amounts in EUR thousand 31.12.2019 31.12.2018 

Accounts receivables at amortized costs                    846                 1 378  

Loss allowance                        -8                         -7  

Earned revenue, not invoiced                1 471                     570  

                 2 310                 1 941  

Accrued revenue are accruals for power delivered yet not invoiced. Typically, power revenue for the last month is 

invoice in the upcoming month.    

Other non- current assets:  

Amounts in EUR thousand 2019 2018 

Loans to associates - Luster Småkraft AS                    811                     804  

Loans to associates - R&S Energi AS                    937                     916  

Loans to related parties - Utbygging Holding AS                3 346                          -    

Loans to related parties - Småkraft Utbygging AS             12 185                          -    

Deposit rent                    106                     100  

Prepaid water right lease                6 940                 5 697  

Allowance for credit loss                  -808                   -801  

Total        23 517           6 716  

 

Borrowings: 

Amounts in EUR thousand         

Lenders Maturity Currency 31.12.2019 31.12.2018 

Sparebank1 MidtNorge 2025 NOK 507 503 

DNB/SEB/Nordea (3 years maturity) 2020 EUR 167 005 178 063 

Sub total     167 512 178 565 

Bond debt   EUR 50 000 50 000 

Agent commission SEB/Nordea    NOK -1 284 -1 751 

Total long and short term debt     216 228 226 814 

 

Loan Sparebank1 MidtNorge 

There is a conditional waiver of debt from the bank amounting to MNOK 5, related to Knutfoss power plant. The 

bank waived this repayment, if the power plant was not able to generate profits over the next 7 years from the time 

of the waiver. Based on the current projections, it is considered likely that the power plant will generate such profit. 

The debt will then likely be settled within 2025, and the loan is therefore included in the long- term interest- bearing 

debt. 

SEB/Nordea/ DnB EUR- loan  

The long- term debt is a EUR- loan, and interests are determined every 6 months, as EURIBOR plus a margin, with 

a repayment period of 40 years. There have been two instalments in 2018, and two in 2019 The loans are due or 

should be refinanced in 2020.It is a requirement that the loans are hedged against interest rate changes and 

changes in the power- and el-cert prices. The loan has first lien security in most of the power plants in Småkraft 

AS.  

Revolving facility 

There was in 2017 established a revolving facility in NOK with an available amount of MNOK 50 with a balance of 

MNOK 18 as of 31.12.2018. The loan was in NOK, and interests are determined every 6 months, as NIBOR plus a 

margin of 1,6 percent. Late 2019, this facility was fully repaid.  
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Bond 

The EUR bond loan was established in 2018 and has a five-year maturity. The average annualized borrowing rate 

in 2018 was around 1,5,% the same for 2019.  

The bond loan of EUR 50 million is secured by a mortgage on 8 of the Group's hydropower plants and a mortgage 

on shares in companies that own another three power plants. Mortgages, insurance and bank accounts are linked 

to the same power plants. Furthermore, the shares in all the subsidiaries of Småkraft Green Bond 1 AS and a bank 

account in Småkraft AS have been pledged. 

There are special conditions attached to the bond loan, where, among other things, (i) Småkraft Green Bond 1 AS 

or any of its subsidiaries shall not provide or maintain a mortgage or other form of security in assets or assets, and 

(ii) book equity in the total Småkraft Group must be at least 30% of the total capital. 

Maturity table 2019  

Lenders 

  

Maturity 31.12.2019 1 year 2 years 3 years 4 years 5 years 

After 
31.12.202

4 

Sparebank1 MidtNorge*   2025  507 101 101 101 101 101  

SEB/Nordea/DNB (3 years 
maturity)   2020  167 005 169 302      

Bond   2023 50 000 950 950 950 59950   

 

Maturity table 2018  

Lenders 

  

Maturity 31.12.2019 1 year 2 years 3 years 4 years 5 years 
After 

31.12.2024 

Sparebank1 MidtNorge*   2025 503 84 84 84 84 84 84 

SEB/Nordea/DNB (3 years maturity)   2020 178 063 7 073 173 438     

Bond Debt   202 50 000 950 950 950 50 950   

 

The table shows undiscounted cash flows for each interval and shows only payments of principal and interests.  

DerivativesThe Group has derivatives related to the hedging of income from future power production, as well as 

interest rate swaps in connection with interest bearing debt. 

For the period 2019- 2024, Småkraft AS has hedged part of the estimated production against price fluctuations. 

End of last year, 2018 to 2022 was partly hedged. Fair value calculations are based on available year- end market 

prices, and future price- curve estimates in cases where there are no official closing prices. The Group also has 

entered into two separate European put options giving the right to sell a certain volume to a certain price. The 

options are recognized at fair value as power derivatives.   

The Group has entered financial currency swaps from EUR to NOK. The Group has entered these contracts to 

make sure that the future capital increases in EUR will fully cover future acquisitions in NOK. 

The Group does not apply hedge accounting for contracts for power hedging or for currency swaps, meaning that 

unrealised changes in value are recognised through the profit or loss and presented on the line ’Other operating 

revenue’ and Financial income/expenses respectively. 

The table below shows the financial position and profit and loss accounts for the derivatives: 

31.12.2019 Assets Liabilities       

                

  Long term Short term Long term Short term   P&L Tax effect 

Over FVPL - Interest rates swaps - - - 385  280 -62 

Over FVPL - Currency derivatives - 687 - -  -319 70 

Over FVPL - Power derivatives - 2 763 - 6 655  7 966 -1 753 

Sum derivatives - 3 450 - 7 040  7 927 -1 744 
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31.12.2018 Assets Liabilities    

        

 Long term Short term Long term Short term  P&L Tax effect 

Over FVPL - Interest rates swaps - - 446 492  -1 565 360 

Over FVPL - Currency derivatives - 1 151 - 857  305 -70 

Over FVPL - Power derivatives - 1 546 - 15 773  -23 156 5 326 

Sum derivatives - 2 697 446 17 121  -24 416 5 616 

 

 

Fair value 

 

Fair value is the price that would have been achieved by the sale of an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an 

orderly transaction between market participants at the measurement date.  

31.12.2019             

Amounts in EUR thousand         

Financial assets measured at fair value 
Level 

1 
Level 

2 
Level 

3 
Total fair 

value   
Carrying 
amount 

Currency derivatives  687  687  687 

Power derivatives  2 763  2 763  2 763 

Total financial assets measured at fair 
value - 3 450 - 3 450  3 450 

        

        

Financial liabilities measured at fair value       

Interest rate derivatives  385  385  385 

Currency derivatives  -  -  - 

Power derivatives  6 655  6 655  6 655 

Total financial liabilities measured at fair 
value - 7 040 - 7 040  7 040 

 

31.12.2018             

Amounts in EUR thousand         

Financial assets measured at tair value 
Level 

1 
Level 

2 
Level 

3 
Total fair 

value   
Carrying 
amount 

Currency derivatives  1 151  1 151  1 151 

Power derivatives  1 546  1 546  1 546 

Total financial assets measured at fair 
value - 2 697 - 2 697  2 697 

        

        

Financial liabilities measured at fair value       

Interest rate derivatives  938  938  938 

Currency derivatives  857  857  857 

Power derivatives  15 773  15 773  15 773 

Total financial liabilities measured at fair 
value - 17 567 - 17 567  17 567 
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The fair value hierarchy:  

Fair value measurements are classified according to the following levels:  

• Level 1: Fair value is based on the quoted prices for identical assets or liabilities in active markets.  

• Level 2: Fair value is based on data inputs other than quoted prices included in Level 1, which are 

observable for the asset, either directly or indirectly 

• Level 3: The valuation is based on unobservable data inputs for the asset or liability.  

The Group tries to maximise the use of observable data insofar as possible.  

 

Interest-bearing liabilities  

Fair values of interest-bearing liabilities are based on quoted prices where available. Fair value is determined by 

discounting future cash flows when there is no quoted market price on an active market. The market interest curve 

is used for discounting future cash flows. The market interest curve is calculated based on available swap rates.  

 

Trade receivables and other current and non-current financial assets  

For trade receivables and other current receivables, the carrying amount is assessed to be a reasonable 

approximation of fair value. The effect of not discounting is immaterial for this class of financial instruments. 

 

Trade payables and other non-interest-bearing financial liabilities  

For trade payables and other non-interest-bearing financial liabilities, the carrying amount is assessed to be a 

reasonable approximation of fair value. The effect of not discounting is insignificant for this class of financial 

instruments. 

Equity investments  

Fair values for listed shares are based on quoted prices at the end of the reporting period. Fair value of unlisted 

shares is estimated by using commonly used valuation techniques or measured at cost if the investment does not 

have a quoted market price in an active market and the fair value cannot be reliably measured.  

Cash and cash equivalents  

The fair value for this class of financial instruments is assessed to be equal to the nominal amount.  

Derivatives  

For currency futures, interest and currency swap agreements, and interest rate swaps, the estimated present value 

is compared with valuations from the other party to the contract to determine how reasonable it is. 
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14. Financial result 

Financial income     

     

Amounts in EUR thousand 2019 2018 

Income from investments in subsidiaries                    160                 1 197  

Interest income from subsidiaries                    745                     682  

Unrealized non-cash effect on EUR loans                    905                          -    

Unrealized non-cash effect on foreign exchange forwards                         -                            -    

 Unrealized non-cash effect on interest swaps                     280                     305  

Other financial income and agio                1 547                     971  

Total                3 637                 3 155  

 

Financial expenses     

     

Amounts in EUR thousand 2019 2018 

 Interest expenses                 3 795                 3 251  

 Unrealized non-cash effect on EUR loans                          -                   1 928  

Unrealized non-cash effect on foreign exchange forwards                    319                          -    

 Unrealized non-cash effect on interest swaps                          -                            -    

 Other financial expenses and disagio                 1 048                 1 111  

Total                5 162                 6 290  
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15. Intangible assets  

Amounts in EUR thousand 
Water 

right  
Goodwill 

Intangible 
assets 

Totalt 

      

Cost 01.01.2018 2 631 1 714 941 5 286 

Additions related to mergers with subsidiaries - 1 358 9 738 11 095 

Additions 2018 643 - - 643 

Cost at 31 December 2018 3 274 3 072 10 679 17 024 

Additions 2019 - - - - 

Cost at 31 December 2019 3 274 3 072 10 679 17 024 

      

Acc. depreciation at 01 Jan 2018 - 246 94 340 

Additions related to mergers with subsidiaries     

Amortisation charge 2018 - - 189 189 

Accumulated depreciation and impairment at 31 Dec. 2018 - 246 282 529 

Effect of currency movements -51 -79 -475 -605 

Balance at 31 December 2018 3 223 2 746 9 921 15 890 

Amortisation charge 2019 - - 112 112 

Accumulated depreciation and impairment at 31 Dec. 2019 - 246 395 641 

Effect of currency movements 27 24 85 136 

Balance at 31 December 2019 3 250 2 770 9 894 15 914 

 

The company’s goodwill comes from historical acquisitions of new power plant companies and mainly arises 
because deferred tax is valued at nominal amounts whereas discounted amounts are reflected in the purchase 
amount. The difference between deferred tax valued at nominal and discounted amounts is recognised as goodwill.   
 

16. Impairment testing 
Goodwill and intangible assets that have an indefinite useful life are not subject to amortisation and are tested 
annually for impairment, or more frequently if events or changes in circumstances indicate that they might be 
impaired. Småkraft typically tests for impairment at least in Q3 each year.  
 
Other non-financial assets are tested for impairment whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate that 
the carrying amount may not be recoverable.  
 
An impairment loss is recognised for the amount by which the asset’s carrying amount exceeds its recoverable 
amount. The recoverable amount is the higher of an asset’s fair value less costs of disposal and value in use. For 
the purposes of assessing impairment, assets are grouped at the lowest levels for which there are separately 
identifiable cash inflows, which are largely independent of the cash inflows from other assets or groups of assets 
(cash-generating units). Non-financial assets other than goodwill that suffered an impairment are reviewed for 
possible reversal of the impairment at the end of each reporting period. 
 
Cash generating unit 

Power plants that are located in the same watercourse and jointly managed are regarded as a single cash-

generating unit. Impairment tests are carried out by calculating the present value of future cash flows from the cash-

generating unit, which are then tested against associated carrying amounts.  
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Budget  

The impairment tests carried out for 2019 are based on the budget for 2020 and up to a 100 year period prior to 

setting the terminal value. If the power plant has a terminal clause in the land lease agreement, the period of time 

up until the date of the clause is used. The power prices used in the forecast are a mix between the actual power 

prices traded in the Nordic power market and power curves from three independent power consultancies. Småkraft 

uses longer than 5 years forecast- periods, because the nature of our business is long- term with land- lease periods 

ranging from 40 to 100 years.  

Discount rate  

The applied discount rate is based on the company’s cost of capital, which in turn is based on a weighted average 

return requirement for equity and loan capital. The return on equity requirement is estimated using the capital asset 

pricing model (CAPM). The return on loan capital requirement is estimated based on the long-term risk-free interest 

rate plus a credit margin derived from Småkraft’s marginal long-term interest rate. The discount rate is adjusted for 

the expected debt-to-assets ratio and business risk for the individual cash-generating unit. A discount rate around 

6 per cent has been applied for the various cash-generating units. 

Sensitivity 

The Group has carried out sensitivity analyses examining the consequences of changes in various assumptions for 

the recoverable amount on some of the power plants where the difference between the carrying amount and the 

recoverable amount is small.  

The recoverable amount is particularly sensitive to changes in long- term power prices and changes in the discount 

rate. The sensitivities vary among the CGUs. For the CGU with lowest difference between recoverable amount, the 

following sensitivities apply. If the long-term power price curve increases with 10%, the fair value increases with 

13,6%, while it decreases with 13,5% with 10% price reduction. If the discount rate increases with 0,1%- point, the 

fair value decreases with 2,7%, while it increases with 2,8% with similar discount rate reduction.  

 

17. Property, plant and equipment 

Amounts in EUR thousand 
Building

s 
Power 
plants 

Transmissi
on 

installation 

Inlet and 
waterwa

y 

Access 
facility 

Investme
nt 

contributi
on 

              

Cost at 31 Desember 2018 20 013 113 331 13 928 105 509 17 194 1 889 

Additions, purchased 2019 0 1 959 0 2 239 266 -114 

Cost at 31 Desember 2019 20 013 115 290 13 928 107 748 17 460 1 775 

            
Accumulated depreciation and impairment at 
31 Dec. 2018 -3 678 -18 311 -2 494 -14 324 -2 381 -135 

Effect of currency movements   0 0 0 0 0 

Balance at 31 December 2018 16 335 95 019 11 433 91 184 14 813 1 754 

Depreciation charge 2019 -504 -3 731 -394 -2 565 -428 -52 

Impairment charge 2019*)             

Accumulated depreciation and impairment at 
31 Dec. 2019 -4 183 -22 042 -2 888 -16 889 -2 809 -187 

Effect of currency movements 138 815 96 794 128 14 

Balance at 31 December 2019 15 968 94 063 11 136 91 653 14 779 1 602 

            

Percentage 2,50 % 
1,2-

6,67% 
1,25 - 
2,85% 

1,25 - 
2,5% 

1,25 - 
2,5% 

2,12 - 
2,5% 

Economic life 40 15-80 35 - 80 40 - 80 40 - 80 40 - 47 

Depreciation method 
Straight-

line 
Straight-

line Straight-line 
Straight-

line 
Straight-

line 
Straight-

line 
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Amounts in EUR thousand 
Vehicle

s 

Fixtures 
and 

fittings 

Construc
tion 

Plant 
under 

construct
ion 

Lan
d 

Leased 
assets 

Total 

                

Cost at 31 Desember 2018 183 667 0 6 395 479 
45
0 280 036 

Additions, purchased 2019 41 3 0 37 0 53 4 484 

Cost at 31 Desember 2019 223 670 0 6 432 479 
50
3 284 520 

        

                                    
-  

Accumulated depreciation and impairment 
at 31 Dec. 2018 -99 -360 0 0 0 

-
15
0 -41 934 

Effect of currency movements 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Balance at 31 December 2018 84 307 0 6 395 479 
30
0 238 107 

Depreciation charge 2019 -21 -79 0 0 0 

-
17
8 -7 951 

Impairment charge 2019*)       -759     -759 

Accumulated depreciation and impairment 
at 31 Dec. 2019 -119 -439 0 -759 0 

-
32
8 -50 645 

Effect of currency movements 1 2 0 50 4 2 0 

Balance at 31 December 2019 105 233 0 5 722 483 
17
6 235 920 

          

Percentage 12,50 % 20,00 %       

Economic life 8 5       

Depreciation method 
Straight-

line 
Straight-

line           

 

 
 

Plants under construction are assets that we currently develop and plan to invest in constructions of future power 

plants or upgrades of existing power plants. For 2019, 759 kEUR was impaired. These impairments relate to 

projects that were finally rejected by the authority or projects where Småkraft finally concludes that construction of 

the project is no longer possible.  
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18. Associated companies 

      

Associated company Date of 
acquisition 

Registered 
office 

Ownership 
share 

Voting 
rights   

      % % 

Luster Småkraft AS 2005  Gaupne  50 % 50% 
Rullestad & Skromme AS 2006  Etne  35 % 35% 

      

 

Associated company Luster  

Rull
esta
d &  

To
tal  

Amounts in EUR thousand 
Småkr

aft 

Skro
mm

e 

Companies are recorded using the equity method: AS AS 

      

Acquisition cost 51 4 55 

Share of equity at the time of aquisition 51 4 55 

Excess over book value 0 0 0 

      

Closing balance at 31 December 2018 51 0 51 

Current year impairment charge     

Share of current year net income     

Closing balance at 31 December 2019 51 0 51 

    
Småkraft AS owns 35% of Rullestad & Skromme AS, and  65% of this company is owned by 
local landowners. The company has water rights in 4 different projects in the area, with a 
possible annual production up to approximately 77 GWh.    

    
Småkraft AS owns 50% of Luster Småkraft AS. The company owns 3 operating power plants in 
Luster.     

    

There are no employees in the company.     
 

19. Subsidiaries     
 

      
Småkraft AS      

Subsidiary Date of 
acquisition/ 

Establishment 
Registered 

office 
Ownership 

share 

Voting 
share 

Equity 

  
(mEUR) 

Holmen Kraft AS 2016  Bergen 100 % 100 % 6,8 
Follsjå Kraft AS 2016  Notodden  82 % 82 % 1,2 
Muoidejohka Kraft AS 2010  Beiarn  60 % 60 % 1,9 
Reinli Kraft AS 2005  Sør-Aurdal  51 % 51 % 1,1 
Jorda Kraft AS 2012  Nord-Fron  51 % 51 % 1,1 
Sigdestad Kraftverk AS 2018  Oslo  52 % 52 % 1,1 

Småkraft Green Bond 1 AS 2018  Bergen  100 % 100 % 47,7 
Gulen Kraft AS 2019 Bergen 100% 100% 0,01 
Nordåna og Dalaåna AS 2019 Bergen 100% 100% 0,01 
Spilling Kraft AS 2019 Bergen 100% 100% 0,5 
Røfsdalskraft AS 2019 Bergen 100% 100% 0,08 

Subsidiaries owned by Småkraft Green Bond 1 AS          

Kvemma Kraft AS 2013 Lærdal 66 % 66 % 2,1 
Saksenvik Kraft AS 2016 Bergen 96 % 96 % 2,0 
Grytendal Kraftverk AS 2018 Oslo 100 % 100 % 0,04 
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20. Related party transaction and balance items.  

 
As of 31 December 2019, Aquila Capital European Hydropower Fund GmbH has a ownership share of 30.10%, 

ACE Hydro Norway S.a.r.l. has a ownership share of 53.49% and Hydro GAM Invest S.a.r.l has a ownership share 

of 16.41%. 

Transactions between Småkraft and its subsidiaries and associates are on commercial basis. The companies also 

have business transactions regarding the corporate account. These are shown in the table below  

Luster Småkraft AS og Rullestad & Skromme AS are associated companies (note 8). 

The individuals stated in note 3 are also related parties of Småkraft AS. Apart from the transactions specified in this 

note and note 3, there are no significant related party transactions or balance items. 

 

Transaction / transaction group  Related accounting line 2019 2018 

 Joint ventures        

 Interest bearing loans   Receivables                    1 748  813 

 Total                    1 748  813 

        

 Other related parties/ sister companies        

 Purchase of services from related party   Other operating cost                       370  149 

 Total                       370  149 

        

 Sales of various goods and services   Other operating revenue                       239  407 

 Total                       239  407 

        

 Purchase of power plants   Tangible assets                         -    7 048 

 Interest bearing loans   Receivables                  17 052  0 

 Total                  17 052  7 048 

 

The table above only shows related party transactions outside the Småkraft group above NOK 100 000. 

Kvitåi Kraftverk and Grøslandselva Kraftverk were bought from Småkaft Utbygging AS as at 30.06.2018 and 

15.12.2018.  The power plants were valued at market value computed with Småkraft's ordinary valuation- methods. 
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      Relationship to the 
counterpart 

 Short tem receivables  

 Counterpart      2019 2018 

Muoidejohka Kraft AS     Subsidiary 153 155 

Reinli Kraft AS     Subsidiary 137 218 

Jorda Kraft AS     Subsidiary 3 59 

Follsjå Kraft AS     Subsidiary 2 5 

Småkraft Green Bond 1 AS     Subsidiary 68 249 

Mela Kraft AS     Subsidiary of subsidiary - 246 

Tysselva Kraft AS     Subsidiary of subsidiary - 137 

Saksenvik Kraft AS     Subsidiary of subsidiary - 92 

Sandneselva Kraft AS     Subsidiary of subsidiary - 6 

Fiskløysa Kraft AS     Subsidiary of subsidiary - 6 

Røneid Kraft AS     Subsidiary of subsidiary - 207 

Jordalen Kraft AS     Subsidiary of subsidiary - 384 

Holmen Kraft AS     Subsidiary 1 321 1 425 

Sigdestad Kraft AS     Subsidiary 3 8 

Kvemma Kraft AS     Subsidiary of subsidiary - 10 

Spilling Kraft AS     Subsidiary 7 - 

Røfsdalskraft AS     Subsidiary 9 - 

 Short term receivables, group companies (incl. in other receivables)     1 702 3 207 
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         Småkraft AS  

      
Relationship to the counterpart 

 Long tem Receivables  

 Counterpart      2019 2018 

Røsdalskraft AS      Subsidiary  6 793 - 

Muoidejohka Kraft AS      Subsidiary  5 269 5 352 

Reinli Kraft AS      Subsidiary  1 266 1 385 

Småkraft Green Bond 1 AS      Subsidiary  21 931 7 008 

Nordåna og Dalaåna Kraft AS     Subsidiary 51 - 

Spilling Kraft AS     Subsidiary 1 193 - 

 Loans to subsidiaries      36 503 13 745 

 Luster Småkraft AS       Associated company  811 804 

Rullestad og Skromme Energi AS      Associated company  937 916 

Utbygging Holding AS      Associated company  3 346 - 

Småkraft Utbygging AS      Associated company  12 185 - 

 Loans to associates      17 279 1 720 

          

 Sum        53 782 15 465 

 

 

21. Share capital and shareholder information 

Ownership structure 31.12.19  Number  
 Nominal 

amount  

 Voting 
share  

Ownership 
share 

      

Aquila Capital European Hydropower Fund S.A., SICAV-SIF 932 613 50 28,26 % 28,26 % 

ACE Hydro Norway S.a.r.l. 1 858 957 50 56,33 % 56,33 % 

Aquila Capital Wasserkraft Invest GmbH 508 430 50 15,41 % 15,41 % 

Sum 3 300 000 50 100,00 % 100,00 % 
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22. Taxes 

 

Amounts in EUR thousand 2019 2018 

 The tax expense in the income statement    

 Change in deferred income tax            2 456          -1 947  

 Other tax expenses                     -                -339  

 Tax expense in the income statement            2 456          -2 285  

      

      

 Reconcilliation of nominal tax rate and effective tax rate  

 Profit before tax         11 271       -12 298  

 Tax rate, percent  22 % 23 % 

      

 Expected tax expense            2 480          -2 829  

      

 Effect on taxes of      

 Permanent differences                      5                 -23  

 Natural resource tax                     -                  133  

 Changes related to deferred tax on off-balance sheet items                 -29                   27  

 Change in tax rates                     -                  407  

 Tax expense            2 456          -2 285  

      

 Effective tax rate, percent                   22                   19  

      

      

 Specification of temporary differences and deferred tax  
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Amounts in EUR thousand 2019 2018  

 Fixed assets         12 393         13 899  
 

 Current assets/current liabilities          -2 598       -16 171  
 

 Pension obligations                107                106  
 

 Interest deduction          -1 416          -1 404  
 

 Accrued income                154                400  
 

 Capitalized finance expenses            1 284            1 751  
 

 Unrealized currency gain            1 659                     -    
 

 Other differences                 -16                 -15  
 

 Gains and losses account              -139              -173  
 

 Temporary differences         11 428          -1 606  
 

 Losses carried forward       -39 587       -37 118  
 

Differences not affecting deferred tax           2 493            2 343  
 

 Basis for deferred tax       -30 652       -41 066  
 

      
 

 Net deferred tax benefit (-)/liability (+) in the balance sheet, ordinary income          -6 744          -9 035  
 

 Deferred tax benefit          -6 744          -9 035  
 

      
 

 Presentation      
 

 Tax benefit            6 744            9 035  
 

 Tax liability                     -                       -    
 

 Net            6 744            9 035  
 

 
 
 

23. Pension costs, assets and liabilities   

 

   
 

Småkraft AS has liquidated the prior defined benefit plan for the company's employees. With effect from 01.06.2017, 

a defined contribution plan has been established for the company's employees. The scheme comprises 18 

employees as of 31 December 2019. In 2019, kEUR 205 was paid to the defined contribution plan. Balance on 

deposit funds as at 31 December 2019 was kEUR 107. 

 

24. Cash and cash equivalents  
Bank deposits, cash etc. does not include restricted tax deduction funds as of 31.12.2019 
 

The company has established a bank guarantee for the payment of tax.  
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25. Secured borrowings and guarantees 

   

Secured borrowings etc 2019 2018 

Borrowings from financial institutions 167 512 178 565 

Agent commission -1 284 -1 751 

Total 166 228 176 814 

    

    

Carrying amount of pledged assets 2019 2018 

Operating equipment 515 398 

Accounts receivable 1 925 1 594 

Power plants and related water lease agreements 215 246 220 101 

Total 217 687 222 092 

 

The bank has pledged security in operating equipment, bank accounts and accounts receivable, in addition to 1. 

priority pledge in the power plants and related water lease agreements. 

The bank has pledged security in the shares in Småkraft AS and Småkraft AS' shares in Reinli Kraft AS and 

Muoidejohka Kraft AS. 

Småkraft AS has provided a bank guarantee as a security for the payment of tax deduction. 

Småkraft AS has a deposit regarding rent in a restricted bank account amounting to kEUR 3. 

According to the shareholders agreement with Luster Småkraft AS, Småkraft AS is obligated to make capital 

available to Luster Småkraft AS. 

There is a conditional waiver of debt from the bank amounting to kEUR 50, related to whether Knutfoss AS makes 

a profit over the next 7 years. Based on current projections, it is considered likely that the debt will be settled. 
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26. Concessions    
    
As of 31.12.2019, Småkraft AS has concessions for additional 19 power plant with a total annual 
production of approximately 272 GWh. 

    

      
 

27. Water land lease agreements     
 

For certain water right lease agreements where the lease amount is based on a percentage of profit, 

Småkraft offers loans and/or minimum payments in the first years to provide a more stable pay-out to the 

landowners. The repayment profile is dependent on the level of future profit in the relevant power plant. 

The minimum payments are interest bearing, and the loans are normally interest-bearing. The table below 

specifies these receivables by category 

Loans from Småkraft AS to landowners:  

      

Amounts in EUR thousand 2019 2018 

Loans to landowners                     1 858                      1 766  

Minimum payments to landowners                     5 083                      4 053  

Total                     6 940                      5 819  

 

Amounts in EUR thousand 2019 2018 

Rights to future lease reductions, off-balance                   19 430                    17 831  

Total                   19 430                    17 831  

 

In periods where a power plant, for which a profit-based water right lease agreement exist, operates at a loss, the 

loss is carried forward against future profits when calculating the lease payment. Accumulated losses that may be 

deducted in future lease payments are not recognized as an asset under IFRS, but still represents a potential future 

economic benefit 
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_________________________  _________________________  ________________________ 

 

Chairman of the Board   Member of the Board   Member of the Board 

Tor Søve Syverud   Annette Beate Wacknitz Malm- Justad Jan Erik Schulien 

  
________________________  _________________________  ________________________ 

 

Member of the Board   Member of the Board   Managing Director 

Oldrik Nicolaas Frits Verloop  Christian Heidfeld   Terje Vedeler  

         

RESPONSIBILITY STATEMENT  

 

  

In the best judgement of the Board and the CEO, annual the financial statements for 2019 have been prepared 
in accordance with current applicable accounting standards, and the information in the financial statements 
provide a true and fair view of the assets, liabilities, financial position and profit or loss of the parent company 
and the group taken as a whole. In the best judgement of the Board and the CEO the Board of Directors’ 
Report includes a true and fair view of the development and performance of the business and the position of 
the parent company and the group, together with a description of the principal risks and uncertainties facing the 
parent company and the group.  
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To the General Meeting of Småkraft AS 

 

Independent Auditor’s Report 

 

Report on the Audit of the Financial Statements 

 

Opinion 

We have audited the financial statements of Småkraft AS, which comprise: 

• The financial statements of the parent company Småkraft AS (the Company), which comprise 
the statement of financial position as at 31 December 2019, the statement of profit and loss, 
statements of changes in equity and cash flow for the year then ended, and notes to the 
financial statements, including a summary of significant accounting policies, and 

• The consolidated financial statements of Småkraft AS and its subsidiaries (the Group), which 
comprise the statement of financial position as at 31 December 2019, the statements of income 
and other comprehensive income, statements of changes in equity and cash flow for the year 
then ended, and notes to the financial statements, including a summary of significant 
accounting policies. 

In our opinion: 

• The financial statements are prepared in accordance with the law and regulations. 

• The accompanying financial statements give a true and fair view of the financial position of the 
Company as at 31 December 2019, and its financial performance and its cash flows for the year 
then ended in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards as adopted by the 
EU. 

• The accompanying consolidated financial statements give a true and fair view of the financial 
position of the Group as at 31 December 2019, and its financial performance and its cash flows 
for the year then ended in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards as 
adopted by the EU. 

 

Basis for Opinion 

We conducted our audit in accordance with laws, regulations, and auditing standards and practices 
generally accepted in Norway, including International Standards on Auditing (ISAs). Our 
responsibilities under those standards are further described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities for the 
Audit of the Financial Statements section of our report. We are independent of the Company and the 
Group as required by laws and regulations, and we have fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in 
accordance with these requirements. We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient 
and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. 

 

Key Audit Matters  

Key audit matters are those matters that, in our professional judgment, were of most significance in 
our audit of the financial statements of the current period. These matters were addressed in the 
context of our audit of the financial statements as a whole, and in forming our opinion thereon, and we 
do not provide a separate opinion on these matters.  
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Key Audit Matter How our audit addressed the Key Audit Matter 

Valuation of power plants and waterfall 
rights  

The group’s largest assets are power plants 
and waterfall rights with a carrying value 
of EUR 403 980 315 per 31 December 
2019. The need for impairment of these 
assets is assessed at period end. Value in 
use was applied as basis for the 
determination of recoverable amount for 
power plants and waterfall rights. The key 
assumptions used by the management 
when calculating the value in use were 
future prices of power, future prices of 
power certificates, future level of 
production and cost level involved in 
operation and maintenance investments 
and required rate of return. 

We have chosen to focus our attention on 
the valuation of power plants and waterfall 
rights due to the vital importance of these 
assets for the value creation of the 
enterprise and the degree of judgement 
that management had to exercise in the 
valuation. An impairment, if any, may 
have substantial impact on the investors’ 
assessment of net earnings. No 
impairments have been made during the 
year. 

For further information about the 
judgements exercised by the management 
and the impairment assessments we refer 
to the group’s note 18 to the financial 
statements dealing with property, plant 
and equipment, note 16 intangible assets, 
note 3 important accounting estimates and 
judgements and note 17 impairment 
testing. 

 

 
We obtained management’s model for impairments and 
assessed whether it contained the key elements required. 
We challenged management’s assessment of the 
indications of a need for impairment and/or reversal of 
previous impairments for these assets. 

In order to consider management’s use of key 
assumptions in the impairment model we compared the 
applied future prices for power and power certificates to 
comparable price information from independent 
sources. We found that the prices corresponded to the 
information from independent sources. We reviewed 
volume used in the valuation report against actual 
historical production volume and expected production 
capability. We compared future cost level used in the 
impairment model to historical costs and discussed 
material differences with management. We discussed the 
principles for assessment of future maintenance 
requirements and cost estimates with management and 
compared these to historical levels and estimates 
provided from independent sources. Our tests show that 
management’s cost estimate is supported by reliable 
documentation.  

We compared calculated market values in the valuation 
report to historical transaction prices of comparable 
power plants obtained from independent sources in the 
market and found a reasonable resemblance. We 
reviewed the applied discount rate by comparing the 
applied assumptions to data from relevant internal and 
external sources. We found the discount rate to be within 
an acceptable interval. We tested whether the models 
used to determine recoverable amount make 
mathematical calculations as assumed without finding 
errors.  

We also reviewed the information in note 3, 16, 17 and 18  
regarding the impairment assessment of power plants 
and found that it provided appropriate information in 
accordance with accounting regulations. 

 

Other information 

Management is responsible for the other information. The other information comprises information in 
the annual report, except the financial statements and our auditor's report thereon. 

Our opinion on the financial statements does not cover the other information and we do not express 
any form of assurance conclusion thereon. 
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In connection with our audit of the financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other 
information and, in doing so, consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent with 
the financial statements or our knowledge obtained in the audit or otherwise appears to be materially 
misstated. 

If, based on the work we have performed, we conclude that there is a material misstatement of this 
other information, we are required to report that fact. We have nothing to report in this regard. 

 

Responsibilities of the Board of Directors and the Managing Director for the Financial Statements 

The Board of Directors and the Managing Director (Management) are responsible for the preparation 
in accordance with law and regulations, including fair presentation of the financial statements in 
accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards as adopted by the EU, and for such 
internal control as management determines is necessary to enable the preparation of financial 
statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.  

In preparing the financial statements, management is responsible for assessing the Company’s and the 
Group’s ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going 
concern and using the going concern basis of accounting unless management either intends to 
liquidate the Group or to cease operations, or has no realistic alternative but to do so. 

 

Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements  

Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole 
are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report 
that includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee 
that an audit conducted in accordance with laws, regulations, and auditing standards and practices 
generally accepted in Norway, including ISAs will always detect a material misstatement when it 
exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in 
aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the 
basis of these financial statements. 

As part of an audit in accordance with laws, regulations, and auditing standards and practices 
generally accepted in Norway, including ISAs, we exercise professional judgment and maintain 
professional scepticism throughout the audit. We also: 

• identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due 
to fraud or error. We design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and 
obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The 
risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one 
resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, 
misrepresentations, or the override of internal control.  

• obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit 
procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an 
opinion on the effectiveness of the Company's or the Group's internal control. 

• evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting 
estimates and related disclosures made by management. 

• conclude on the appropriateness of management’s use of the going concern basis of accounting 
and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to 
events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the Company and the Group's ability to 
continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required 
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to draw attention in our auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the financial statements 
or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the 
audit evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor’s report. However, future events or 
conditions may cause the Company and the Group to cease to continue as a going concern. 

• evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, including 
the disclosures, and whether the financial statements represent the underlying transactions 
and events in a manner that achieves fair presentation. 

• obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence regarding the financial information of the entities 
or business activities within the Group to express an opinion on the consolidated financial 
statements. We are responsible for the direction, supervision and performance of the group 
audit. We remain solely responsible for our audit opinion. 

We communicate with the Board of Directors regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and 
timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal 
control that we identify during our audit. 

We also provide the Board of Directors with a statement that we have complied with relevant ethical 
requirements regarding independence, and to communicate with them all relationships and other 
matters that may reasonably be thought to bear on our independence, and where applicable, related 
safeguards. 

From the matters communicated with the Board of Directors, we determine those matters that were of 
most significance in the audit of the financial statements of the current period and are therefore the 
key audit matters. We describe these matters in our auditor’s report unless law or regulation precludes 
public disclosure about the matter or when, in extremely rare circumstances, we determine that a 
matter should not be communicated in our report because the adverse consequences of doing so would 
reasonably be expected to outweigh the public interest benefits of such communication. 

Report on Other Legal and Regulatory Requirements 

 

Opinion on the Board of Directors’ report 

Based on our audit of the financial statements as described above, it is our opinion that the 
information presented in the Board of Directors’ report and in the statements on Corporate 
Governance and Corporate Social Responsibility concerning the financial statements and the going 
concern assumption is consistent with the financial statements and complies with the law and 
regulations. 

 

Opinion on Registration and Documentation 

Based on our audit of the financial statements as described above, and control procedures we have 
considered necessary in accordance with the International Standard on Assurance Engagements 
(ISAE) 3000, Assurance Engagements Other than Audits or Reviews of Historical Financial 
Information, it is our opinion that management has fulfilled its duty to produce a proper and clearly 
set out registration and documentation of the Company’s accounting information in accordance with 
the law and bookkeeping standards and practices generally accepted in Norway. 
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Oslo, 10 March 2020 

PricewaterhouseCoopers AS 

 

Pål Bakke 

State Authorised Public Accountant 
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